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CHARLES W. RUSSELL TO BE

Assistant Attorney General,
General Moody Will Bring
Suit for Monopolistic

t
MANILA

'

STORM

IS

DESTRUCTIVE

Troy, N. Y., Oct. 6. Fourteen men
at the
were killed today ly a cave-iVermont Slate company's quarry,
miles from
about two and one-haGranville, N. Y. Among the dead Is
J. R. Williams, president or the company. The others were Hungarian laborers. Sixteen men were buried In
David Calawallader and
the cave-In- .
Warren Queen, the latter the foreman
of the quarry, were rescued. Queen
will likely recover, Williams was a
prominent citizen of Granville.
lf

ONE HUNDRED ARE UNDER
FALLEN WALLS OF HOUSE.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 6. A
building, in course of construction on
Meschtschankaja Btreet, collapsed to
day and 100 workmen were burled in
the ruins. WJien this dispawTj was
filed only seven had been rescued, and
they were seriously Injured.
five-stor- y

THREE SHIPS SUFFER
FROM PERILS OF DEEP.
Portland, Ore., Oct. 6. A dispatch
to the Merchants' Exchange from Astoria, Ore., says:
"A vessel is reported ashore at Peacock Spit, at the mputh of the ColUm-bl- a
river. Owing to thick weather, It
is not possible to classify the vessel."
Columbia Light Ship Lost.
Astoria, Ore., Oct. 6. The Columbia
river light ship parted fiom Its moorings during a heavy gale today, and
drifted on the beach. The crew was
saved.

St Paul Lies a Total Wreck.
Eureka, Cal., Oct. 6. Fast on the
rocks near Port Gordo, the San Francisco & Portland company's steamer,
St. Paul, lies a total wreck. Her 93
passengers and her crew of G5 men
were taken off safely. It is said that
the disaster was due to the thick fog.
TWO

TWENTY-FIV- E

LIVES

-

LOST BESIDES PROPERTY

Manila, Oct. 6. Government reports
give the result of the storm aa very
At least 200 natives and
serious.
twenty-fiv- e
Americans and other foreigners were killed. The loss Is Incalculable. On Albay and Sorsogon
provinces, 80 per cent of the buildings
were destroyed.
No Race Suicide There.
Trenton, N. J., Oct. 6. Mrs. David
Johnson, of Kingston, fifteen miles
from here, gave birth to quadruplets,
all of them boys, and her husband has
promptly notified President Roosevelt
asd requested him to name the four
youngsters who are said to be well
and strong and give promise of living.
The biith of quadruplets Is a
very rare occurrence and In nearly
every known case they were girls. In
July, 1899, quadruplets were born to
wife of James Piatt,
the
of Union Mills, Ind. At that time
there were only five cases known to
exist In this country. Mrs. Johnson's
case is the sixth. Two of the sets of
quadruplets were born In Illinois and
one in Ohio. In Pails, out of lOS.Oul)
Mrths in sixty years, there has been
but one case of quadruplets.

CHILDREN HAVE DAY
AT DOMINION FAIR
New Westminster, D. C, Oct. 6.
Today is Children's day at the great
Dominion exhibition and all day, from
early morning, the exposition grounds
weie crowded with children. During
the early part of the forenoon the children had games and various field
sports, like running races, Jumiiiag,
etc., and later there was a competitive
drill of the Hoys' brigades of Vanwhile
couver and New Westminster,
the Highland Pipers' band of Vancouver gave a grand concert.
The prog' am for this afternoon includes a conceit by the Boys' band of
Nanaimo, a grand parade of live stock,
balloon ascension and parachute drop- and an exhibition ot bronco busting.
In the evening there will be a grand
illumination, a grand concert in the
agricultural building by the Roys'
brigade band of Nanaimo, and later
higuiaud dancing and music by the
Highland lfpers' band of Vancouver.
The exhibition closes tomorrow evening.

To Choose Place for Convention.
Chicago, Oct. C. The members of
the executive committee of the Na-

met
association
tional Educational
here today for a shoit conference and
will start tonight for the Pacific coast
to select the place for tne annuaJ convention of the association for next
year. Tho cities to be visited art
Denver, San Francisco, Portland and
Salt Lake City, each of which has Invited tho association to meet there
next year.

THREE. DIFFERENT ANNIVERSARIES

RETURNS WITH COLORADO OFFICER USE OF

New York, Oct. 6. It Is announced
on behalf of the New York section of
the socialist party, that the late Mrs.

Peoria, 111., Oct. G. A total of thirteen Indictments have thus far been
returned against Newton C. Dougherty, city superintendent of schools and
president of the Peoria National bank.
Ten of them are for embezzlement and
three are for forgery. Forty more are
being drawn by the state attorney's of-

Edward

of
Herron, had bequeathed 1200,000 to found a school
for socialism. Mrs. Rand, who died
recently In Italy, established four
years ago a chair of Christian sociology In Iowa college, Grinnell, Iowa,
which was filled by Herron. About
that time he married Mrs. Rand's
daughter. His views were considered
too radical for the college and he resigned.
1). Rand,
George

mother-in-la-

Por-fess-

D.

TEMPERANCE, EXTENSION
AND EDUCATION CELEBRATE
Freeport, 111., Oct. 6. Today is one
of the most important days of the
Rock River conference of the Methodist church, as It marks the anniversary of the Church Temperance society, of the Church Extension society
This
and the Educational society.
morning the usual session of the conMethoference was held at the First
dist church and at noon the delegates
took luncheon at the Young Men's
Christian association. This afternoon,
at 2 o'clock, the anniversary of the
Church Temperance society will be
celebrated. Chairman Alonzo E. Wilson will preside and the Rev. E. L.
Eaton, of Allegheny, will deliver an
n 'dress. At 4 p. m. the Rev. A. U.
Storms will deliver a lecture on
"Drownlng's Christ."
The anniversaries of the Church Extension society and of the Educational
society will be celebrated this evening at the First Presbyterian church,
while in the First Methodist church
there will be a Grand Army camp fire
of the Union Army Veteran association of the Rock River conference and
the Freeport Grand Army of the
.,"

Tariff Revision Divides Massachusetts Republicans.
"
New York City Democrats Praise Roosevelt

N. Y. Sunday School Convention.
Schenectady. N. Y., Oct. 6. The an-

nual convention of the Sunday School
association of the state of New York
opened here today with a large attendance, representing every part of
the state. The opening meeting today
was held in fhe State Street Methodist Episcopal church, and proved to
be highly Interesting, owing to the excellent addresses which were delivschool
ered by prominent Sunday
workers from different parts of tne
state. The convention will last three
days.

GOLF ASSOCIATIONS
HOLD

A

TOURNAMENT

New York, Oct. 6. The
golf tournament for the W. R. Iesley
trophy, between teams representing
the Metropolitan Gold association, the
Philadelphia Golf association and the
beMassachusetts Golf association,
gan heie this morning on the links
of the Garden City club. Each association is represented by a team of
ten of its best players and each team
Is confident of being able to defeat its
opponents. The Lesley cup is a new
trophy donaied by W. R. Iesley, to be
played for annually by teams of the
three associations
mentioned. The
contest will occupy two days. The
two teams playing today will play ten
single matches in the forenoon and
five four-bal- l
matches in the afternoon. Each match is to be eighteen
holes and is to be played to a finish.
One point will be allowed for each
match and the team having the majority of points will be adjudged the
winner of the contest and will carry
off the trophy.
Trl-Clt-

DAUGHTERS OF

y

CON-

FEDERACY GIVE BALL
San Francisco, Oct. (!. The annual
convention of the I'nlted Daughters of
the Confederacy, which has been In
here since Tuesday, will i each
its social climax in the grand charity
ball this evening. Extensive preparations have been made for the event,
and the ball promises to be the most
gorgeous social event of that kind seen
here for many a day. The visiting delegates to the convention have met
with the most cordial reception here
and have been entertained in various
ways. A special car. Intended for the
use of the visiting ladies in viewing
the city, has been furnished by the
street car company. The car is decorated with the Confederate colors, In
red and white velvet. Many excursions to points of Interest in the vicinity of San Francisco have been arranged. Today luncheon was served
at the Palace hotel.

and Renominate Mayor McCIellan.
Boston, Mass., Oct. 6. The state
convention of the republican party of
Massachusetts was called to order at
Tremont Temple this morning by the
chairman of the executive committee.
J. W. Weeks, a Draper man, was made
permanent chairman. The number of
delegates who responded to roll call
was 1,612, seven less than at the state
convention last year. The basis of
representation was the same as last
year. After the defeat of Governor
Bates last year, it was pointed out that
some towns and cities would suffer
heavily in the next state convention
as a result of "knifing" Bates. On
other hand it was predicted that Worcester and Hampden, that had loyally
stood by Bates, would show corresponding gains. The official figures
show that Wocester county gained no
less than seventeen seats over 1904,
the city of Worcester alone gaining
eight; Hampden gained five seats,
while Plymouth, the home county of
Douglas and Pistol, showed great
losses.
After the customary preliminaries
the chairman of the convention appointed the following committee on
G. P. Lawrence, chairresolutions:
man; G. E. Kunnardt, North Andovef;
G. E. Keith, Brockton; Willard How-lanChelsea, and H. M. Phillips,
Springfield. Then the convention took
a rcces-- until this afternoon.
The selection of Congressman Lawrence for chairman of the committee
on resolutions was a compromise decided upon In the interest of harmony
between the factions and to meet any
charge of undue, favoritism.
Lawrence is icgarded at a Goetting man.
Is
a wealthy manufacturer
Kunnardt
of satinets, and was a delegate
for
the state to tlie last national convention.
Keith is a shoe manufacturer,
and was formerly mayor of Brockton.
"""I's was suite treasurer in ism,
a"(1 reigned to accept the secretary-sessioof ,,le Massachusetts Mutual Life
insurance company, llowlanu Is tne
chairman of the state board of aibi-i- t
ration. His selection is a comnliment
to
Hates.
There is little doubt In well Informed circles that Draper will be nominated for lieutenant governor and Malone
for attorney general.
e
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TALK OF AN UNDERSTANDING

Auglo-Japanes-

CAN'T BE FOUND

GREAT BRITAIN

New York Brother Asks Aid

of Police in the
Search
ANOTHER

BROTHER

D.

C Oct. fi

At

a cal

tlon was discussed.

,

trans-Atlanti-

IS ARRESTFD

usual interest to the republican convention today.
The reciprocity delegates, headed by
Eugene N. Foss, of Newton, declared
this morning that they would insist on
a plank demanding the removal of
the revenue on tides, iron ore, lumber and wood pulp. The resolutions
committee was not willing to go
beyond a statement favoring revision
and readjustment of the tariff, and the
enactment of a tariff provision which
shall protect United States exports
against discrimination and secure the
treatment accorded the most favored
nations in all the markets of the
world.

New York, Oct. 6. Through the police headquarters an alarm lias been
sent' over the country for Abraham
Schiffer, of this city, and part
owner of the Alamosa, Colo., bank,
which closed a few days ago, after
$200,000 of the funds were reported
as missing.
Abraham 8chlffer left New York on
Thursday, September 28, ostensibly
for Alamosa, and has not been heard
of since. His brother, Herman, fear
Ing that he had met with foul play,
asked the police to assist In finding
him.
Isaac Schiffer, another brother, In
Latest from Convention.
terested In the bank, was arrested at
BoBton, Oct. 6. Lieut. Gov. Curtis Alamosa last nieht on the charge of
Guild was nominated for governor by embezzlement and of receiving de- the republican convention by acclama- lH)slts after the bank had become In- solvent. Herman Schiffer said he
tion.
J
not.hi'i!
ENTHUSIASM AND HARMONY
of
collapse
ported
to
have caused the
PREVAIL MONG DEMOCRATS.
bank.
the
New York, Oct. 6 Political preee-den- t
was upset last night at the democratic city convention in Carnegie MUST CHANGE PLANS
hall, when resolutions praising PresiOF SENATE OFFICE
dent Roosevelt for tact and statesmanship In bringing about the settlement
se war, were
of the Husso-JapaWashington, D. C, Oct. 6. The
adopted amid enthusiastic cheering.
commission in charge of the new of- Perfect harmony narked the con- flee building, which is to be erected
vention, which unanimously nominat- for fhe senate, met today to consider
ed George B. McClellai for mayor.
the changes in the plans made neces- sary to bring the cost of the building
Jerry Simpson Had a Good Night.
within the limits of the appioprlatlon
Oct. 0. Ex - Con - for it. The situation concerning the
Wichita, Kan.,
gressman Jerry Simpson continues to, building Is raiher peculiar. If the most.
show impiovement.
He spent a rest' expensive building materials be used,
ful night.
tlie great structure cannot lie built for
the sum of f 2,5n,uuo, appropriated for
the puriKise. Now, the original plans
provided that the east section of the
NEW JOB FOR PIERCE
building should be left out, but this
would
necessitate the closing up of
THIRD ASSISTANT SECRETARY the building in tho future, which would
exOF STATE WANTS A TRANSFER cause
additional
considerable
' DIDN'T MAKE A GLOWING SUC- pense. It would bo a makeshift, howand would make it possible to
CESS AS MAJOR DOMO AT ever,
use some cheaper building stone for
PORTSMOUTH.
the walls of the court and thus keep
down the expenses.
The architects
Washington, D. C. Oct. fi. A change will submit a number of plans and
in the office of third assistant secre- propositions,
changing
so
the origtary of state, now filled by Herbert inal plans as to bring the cost of tho
1
circe, is scheduled, now that Mr. structure within the limits of the
Root has arrived in Washington to as- -

".L!"10."

n

Resolutions Committee Favors Moderation.
Boston, Mass., Oct. 6. The factional
contest upon the question of tariff revision, especially with leferenee to
reciprocity with Canada, which involved the nomination of a candidate
for lieutenant governor, and the preference for several aspirants for the
position of attorney general, gave un- -

MINERS WILL TRY TO
GET TARIFF REDUCED
Kl Paso, Texas, Oct. 5. As a result
RUSSIA WITH
of the development of zinc mines in
Mexico, miners in that country are
preparing to send to Washington anil
London, Oct. ti. Following closely Asia, there is.no reason why the two
lobby for tariff revision, admitting
zinc ores free. They contend the Mis- upon the public ation of the text of the ancient enemies should not come to an
treaty, has come con- agreement, which will not on.y assure
souri supply is insufficient for the United States and it therefore needs no siderable talk of the possibility of an peace by clear away suspicions leadunderstanding being readied between ing to friction, that has existed for
protective tariff.
years.
Great Itritalu and Russia.
St. Louis Weol.
The newspapers are pointing out
The Russian ambassador has made
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 6 Wool maiket j that if Russia is sincere iu her expres- frequent calls at the
relgu office
steady; uneiiunged.
sion of desire for peace in Central since his return, a fortnight ao.

OF

ALAMOSA BANKER

ALREADY BEGUN TO ASSEMBLE

Washlneton.

RUSSELL TAKES LARGE
STEP OF PROMOTION.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 6. President Roosevelt today appointed Chas.
W. Russell, formerly a special assistant attorney general in charge of the
fice.
insular bureau of the department ot
to the office of assistant atJustice,
OF
DENVER
PRESIDENT
torney general, vice William D. Purdy,
SAVINGS BANK RETURNS recently promoted to be assistant to
Kansas City, Oct. 6 Chanes B. Wil-fle- the attorney general.
former president of the Denver
Savings bank, against whom indict- EXCLUSIVE BRIDGE USE
ment was returned in that city recentAT ST. LOUIS PROSECUTED.
ly, will leave for Denver tonight or toWashington, D. C, Oct. 6. Upon
morrow In custody of an officer from leaving the White House today, after
Colorado.
f a session of the cabinet. Attorney
General Moody said: "It was determSTEAMERS MAY LEAVE
ined by the president that on a complaint pending In the department of
NEW YORK FOR DOCKS Justice against the monopolization ot
the bridges and ferry across the Mississippi Into' 5t. Louis, appropriate
New York, Oct. 6. One of the many
action
should be begun by the attor-questions
the
which confront
serious
ncy general.
city of New York and one, upon the
proper solution of which depends, to
some extent, the future of the city as ROCKEFELLER WILL
a commercial port, is the dock quesFOUND FOUNDLING
tion. The enormous shore line of the
islands upon which Greater New York
is bui.t offers seemingly unlimited
Ohio, Oct. 6. A home
dock facilities and it Beems reasonable forCleveland,
Infant Incubators.
to assume that not for many decades will foundlings, with
be erected by John D. Rockefel
to come will there be any lack of dock ler for
the Cleveland Humane society.
facilities to satisfy the steamship com"I am opposed to race guicide, Mr.
panies, whose Bteamers sail from New
York and dock here, are seriously con- Rockefeller is reported to have said,
in announcing his plans to the society
sidering he plan of changing their ter- officers.
minals I om New York to some other
city, W.re they can obtain dock facilities in accordance with the increas- EPISCOPAL RECTOR
ing size of the steamers used in the
c
ON HATLESS WOMEN
traffic. - The U';lted
States government has refused the request to extend the depth of the steam
New York, Oct. 6. Dr. Edward I
er docks, because it was feared the Stoddard,
rector of St. John's Episcolengthening of the piers would intertempest
fere with river navigation. To accom- pal church, haa stirred P a
modate the enormous steamers there in the teapot by 'his recent decree
is, under the circumstances but one against the custom of women to come
way, by purchasing additional land to church without hats. Dr. Stoddard
and extend the slips on the shore side. wrote an article, which was published
Several of the steamer companies In St. John's Church Bulletin, copies
tried to obtain such land, but the of which were placed In every pew at
prices demanded were absolutely pro- the morning service. Dr. Stoddard
hibitive. The Allan Line of steamers, based bis objection to "hatless" womplying between New York and Glas- en on the seventh chapter of First
gow, hag practically decided to change Corinthians, In which St. Paul diss
remain bareits American terminal from New tlnctly forbids women toreason
for St.
York to Boston. The principal reason headed in church. The
given is that the company controlling Paul's objection, Dr. Stoddard says.
the line has been unable to renew its Is that the chief glory of woman is
lease on the docks at the foot of West her hair, and naturally she devotes
Twenty-firs- t
street at a reasonable much time to its care. It is ene of
figure, and has also found It impossi- the chief vanities and therefore, ene
ble to lease any dock property from should not display it in church.
The edict of fhe rector has caused
the city at any but prohibitive figures,
the
It is quite probable that other steamer considerable comment among
companies will follow the example of feminine members of the congregation. Hla position Is criticized as Il
the Allan line.
logical. It g admitted that the beauty
of some women's hair may detract the
AGED MAN WON'T
attention of impressionable men from
sermon, but it Is pointed out that
PLEAD NOT GUILTY the.
the beauty of some hats worn In
church bave the same effect upon
Houston, Texas, Oct. 6. Pleaded most women as a woman's beautiful
with from the bench by Federal Judge hair would have upon some men. Eas
Hums to withdraw his plea of guilty, ter bonnets were not in use in 8L
offered the services of an attorney Paul'B time and his objection to bareWilliam headed women, therefore, is anfree of all costs, white-haireMcDermott, tit) years old, Insisted tiquated.
upon his plea of guilty on the charge
of counterfeiting,, and asked lmmedl- - WIDOW OF COLORADO
ate sentence. He was sent to Iav- enworth prison for thirteen months,
PIONEER DIED TODAY
McDermott had coined twenty ulcktls
Jst to see U be could.
Greeley. Cclo., Oct. t
Mrs. Avllla
D. Meeker, widow of N. C. Meeker,
Important Reforms Planned.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 6. The de- who was the founder of tho Greeley
partment of commerce and labor is colony and who was killed by the Indians, died today at the home of her
planning extensive reforms and a com- sou,
Ralph, in White Plains. N. Y.
plete reorganization of the steamboat
inspection service, with possibly a re- - MICHIGAN POSTOFFICE
inspection of a number of vessels and
IS LOOTED TWICE
a weeding out of the personnel of the
Marquette,
Oct. ti. One hunMich.,
Slo-cuservice. F.ver since the General
stamps
iu
dred
anil cash were
dollars
disaster and the investigation
from the postotllce at lirimley,
which followed, Assistant Secretary stolen
county. It was the second
Lawrence O. Murray has been devot Chippewa
ing time and thought to this subject. robbery at the pla.'o within two
and it is reported on good authority weeks.
St. Ignaco postofflce was enterthat Secretary Metcalf has finally edThe
and it is thought a prolast
given his consent to certalu reforms fessionalweek,
gang is at work.
which Mr. Murray seeks to introduce.
No official
announcement has yet
been made, but It is expected withiu KIDNAPERS TURN
a few days.

AT THE CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN STREET AND INTERURHAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION
IN
PHILADELPHIA. A PAPER WAS READ SHOWING THAT THERE 13 NO PROFIT IN THREE-CENSTREET
CAR FARES. NEWS ITEM.

POLITICAL CONVENTIONS HAVE

THE ST. LOUIS BRIDGES

LOOSE ITALIAN BOY

New York. Oct. 6. The abandonment of Tony Marendino by the persons who kidnaped him and held him
for ran.-on- i,
and the return of the little
Ita.inn boy to his parents, last night,
INVESTIGATION has
giveu a clew to the kidnapers. The
boy, who is six years old, was abandoned on a trollov car and was turned
witness detailed the steps taken In over to the police
changing the agency system trom a
commission to a salary basis. Tho NEW SUPERINTENDENT
AT BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
reason for the chauge, he s.iid, was
ltiiinlnghain, Ala., Oct.' 6. Joseph
that tho new system was more economical and easier to handle.
IHirfce, the new superintendent of tha
Witness ulsu said his lmpresion was Kasley steel plant, Tennessee Coal,
that the general agency of Texas re- - Iron & Railroad companv, has taken
ceivej as high a compensation as C. charge of the works. While there has
11. Raymond
it Co., iu New York. been anticipations that a number of
Higher commissions are al.owed in changes would follow the change Iu
New York and Texas than anywhere the Kiipcrintendcncy of tho plant, so
cl-because it coat more to pet busl- - far there are no announcements.
It
n ess.
is given out with considerab.e authorThe testimony giveti by the witness ity that no effort will be spared to
of the relationships among the men keep up the production at this Indusdrawing large salaries and commis- try. President llou 11 Hacou, of tne
sions from the Mutual company, ere-- I Tenuesseo company, with the new
atc-amusement In the committee
endeiit, has made a full inspecroom.
tion of the bigievl works.

NOTHING STARTLING DEVELOPED
IN INSURANCE
sumo his duties as head of the state
department. Mr. Piene is a cousin of
Henry Cabot Lodge, and his apitolnt-nienr- .
datis from the days of the
legime.
Ho had his largest opportunity for
n.m.rity, if not tame, iu his recent
,
lole at national major domo ut
N, 11., having been selected to
:.
r'ainmtnt of the
attend to the
peace envoys. How singularly badly
he did that work is testified to by all
the people who w re stationed there.
Mr. Pierce wants a truusfer to some
diplomatic station abroad, but wbet'uer
he will Becure an appointment as a
salve to his lemoval Is not yet de-- j
teruilned.
ports-mouth-

New York, Oct. 6. Robert McCurdy,
general manager of the Mutual Life
Insurance company, was again a witness today in the Insurance investigation. The salaries of the company's
ollicers, he said, were fixed by the nuance committee.' He did not know the
president's salary nor did ho know
that anybody knew besides th president.
The witness Bald that he, as general '
manager, made all contracts with the
agents. General agents, on the same
plan as C. H. Raymond & Co., with
whom he once was partner, number
seven ' in the I'nlted States, two in
Canada and one In Mexico.
Ad foreign agents are general agents. The highest salary paid a general agunt was $10,000 at Chicago. The
'
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STATEHOOD ANSWERS
TO QUESTIONS

Herald's Catechism,
Chapter

Latest

of Which

is

Here Procuced.
GOOD

'

READING

FOR

EVERY

ONE

Are all good people against joint
statehood? No, there are some mighty
good people for jointure also.
Name some of the prominent people
of Arizona who favor Joint statehood.
In Maricopa county, where Governor
Kibbey lives, and moves, and has his
being under a considerable strain trying to keep peace among the Phoenix
gang, there are the following democrats and republicans:
Justice A. C. Baker, Thos.
Armstrong, Jr.,
General
C. P. Ainswoith; H. I. Latham. In
Pima county,
General Win.
Herring,
States Marshal W.
M. Griffith,
I,. C. Hughes,
J. B. Wright, Dr. Mark Rodgers, General Thomas F. Wilson. In Santa
Cru county,
of the House
D. O. Chalmers, Colonel Allen T.
Bird. County Treasurer Con O'Keefe.,
In Mohave county, Hon. O. D. M.
Gadrfls, Charles Connelly. In Cochise
county, Messrs. Soto Bros. In Apache
county, you know who they are. In
the other counties of Arizona the
Joint statehood idea is equally promEx-Chi-

inent.

Are these all who favor Jointures In
Arizona? Bl no means, all. There
are hundreds of others who are strongly In favor of it. The above are mentioned to show that the idea of Joint-ure Is upheld by people regardless of
party affiliations, and that there are
good people on the side of the Jointure, Letters from all of the counties
or the territory show that the idea
has strong adherents everywhere.
Why do the antis feel mad because
there are adherents to jointure? Well,
some of them have had "things coming their way" so long that they
think things should continue
to come their way.
Is it good policy to get mad because
some one has different opinions to
what you hold yourself? In this
country, everybody has a right to
think for himself. "Whom the gods
would destroy, they first make mad."
There is no good reason for any one
- to get mad over this question. .
Give a little ilustratlon of those who
favor and are against the idea of
jointure. Well, there is
Justice Baker, who is not hunting a
l
Job, and he favois jointure; there
la
Justice Piuney, who Is
hunting a federal job, and he is
against jointure.
Do the advocates of jointure feel
mad because there are antis? No, '.f
a reiiow s ox Is about to net gored by
Jointure, he has a right to object and
avoid the injury if be can. Hut if hj
tries to protect his ox and expose everybody else's ox to injury, there is
where he Is apt to
Uih cluliy
breezes. "The greatest good to ,tu'
greatest number," or survival of the
fittest,'" seems to be the true American idea.
I
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ENTERTAINMENT

,lonhua; n church over 30rt years old;
quaint houpes with wal.od gardens,
barred windows, and castus growing
on the roof; the Mexican's little, herd
of goats In the front yard, with the
pigs, and lastly, alonn with other
unique sights, the Imrro the canary
or the Rockies, the beast of burden of
the section sttiRceiini? under loads
of merchandlpe, household articles
and provisions, all giving the scene
an air of plcturesqueness that in fuil
of Interest for the visitor.
Tigers In India.
Last ' year 1.2S3 tigers, 4.370 panthers' and leopards, 2,n'0 bears, and
2.08fi wolves were killed; of snakes
the real scourge of India no record
is possible, and, unfortunately, comparatively few are destroyed. However deplorable and costly Is the
taking of human and cattle life, the
descent upon promising crops by deer
anil pigs and monkeys would be even
more serious to India, and more ex
pensive to the natives, were it not for
the tiger, panther and leopard. This
formidable trio of the cat family and
practically police agricultural India,
where It pushes Into the Jungle, and
make It possible for the poor native
to exist through cultivation of his
fields. So, after all, it Is a question
whether, speaking very broadly, tigers
are not more beneficial than haimful.
Undoubtedly the depredations of the
tiger are over estimated, because It is
so feared that wherever It prowls Invariably panic spreads widely to its
discredit. On India's last year's death
list, 2,fi4! were credited to wild beasts;
anil while all of these are laid up
against the tiger, panthers and wolves
and especially panthers, should be
chat Red with a very considerable
share. The fact Is that the panther
and leopard which, except as to size,
are about alike in spotted pela. and
temper are as much under estimated
as the tiger is overestimated.
tThe
smaller leopard devotes Itself more
goats
largely to
and pigs and monkeys, while the panther attacks deer,
gaur, cattle and man, for the panther
also, on occasions, becomes a "man
.ater," and when it does it Is a fury
Insatiable. Panthers are bolder In attack, more active and more generally
vicious than tigers; yet they inspire
nothing like such awe among the natives. Indeed, I have seen natives
rally to the defense of a dog, of which
leopards are particularly fund, when,
had the Intruder been a tiger, they
would have been paralyzed Into inaction by very fear. Caspar Whitney
in "The Trail of the Tlgtr," in Outing
for October.
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Blunt Old Colorado
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clergyman may be eloquent, may
the ehiiicesi language, dressing
bis earnt st desire to he p his fellow-mein the must elevated, chaste and
beautiful language, and yet not mm-the hearts of his hearers.
AinTther
man, having little education and no
grace of speech whal soever, may tell
his message iii the common, everyday
vernacular he is used to, and the simple faith that glows within him carries quick conviction with it. Such a
man writes from the towering peaks
of Colorado, preaching of postum:
i had drank coffee all my life until
It about killed me, when I concluded
to try lstum, and in a short time
got relief from the terrible misery
suffered from coffee,
When
drank coffee I bloated up
bo that I could not breathe at times;
my nerves were so shaky that I could
not hold myself still.
' Hut
thanks to Postum I am well
now ami can say that I hope to remain
A

Delegates

.in
will
El Paso this tah, November
capital
of
be entertained in the former
Mexico as a part of the program. Ciu-daJuartz. the Mexican city across
the Rio Grande from El Paso, separated only trom this American city by
S,

the boundary stream and connected
Willi it by two intermil ional bridges
ami an ini ernat ional electric car line,
was the capital of the sister republic
when li' iiito Juarez, the patriot president, was in f.ight from Maximilian's
army, and the building in which be
made bis lit 'Udquartcrs is still well
preserved; at present it Is the
of Ciudad Juanz. ThiH potable
old building will be the scene of an
entertainment during the congress.
Bull lights in Mexico, fxcurblons Into the copper camps of Snnora. Mexican suppers, and other characteristic
Mexican features will make part of
the entertainment of tin- - cntigresH.
From up to date El Paso with her
40,ooii wide awake stirring Americans,
it is but a km p to the M.--tt r city
across the rlwr, but that step takes
t lie visitor back several centuries.
There lie sees houses built of mud
blocks, such as the ancients en the
American continent usei in the pre
historic pvriod, or the Egyptians used
In the construction of their residences
in the Biblical days of Moses, and
post-offic-
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to the American Mining congress
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"1 was very much disgusted with it
the first time
tried it, but had It
made stronger and bulled longer till it
good as good coffee."
tasted
No amount of rhetorical . frills and
literary lHilish could add to the convincing power of the old miner's testimony. Name given l,v' the Postum Co.,
Battle Creek. Mich.
There's a reason.
Look in i m li package for the famous little book, "The Road to
1
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DENTISTS.
DR. J. C. KRAFT,
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The dally evidence citizens right
here at home supply ia proof sufficient
to satisfy the greatest skeptic. No
better proof can be had. Here Is a
case. Read it:
Mrs. J. Hall, of 519 South First St.,
says: "One of my daughters suffered
from backache for about eight months
or a year. Sometimes it was so bad
that she was completely prostrated
for a day or so at a time. I read about
Doan's Kidney PI, Is in our Albuquerque newspaper and thought they
might help my daughter and we went
to the Alvarado Pharmacy for a box.
In a remarkably short time the medicine took effect and a little longer
stopped the backache. We are pleased to recommend
Doan's Kidney
Pills."
Kor sale by all dealers.
Price 50
Foster-MllburCo., Huffalo,
cents.
N. Y.,
sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
58
take no other.
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JACOB H. SCHIFF.
Jacob H. Schlff. one of the big four
high financiers of New York, has been
called to testify in the Insurance scandals about the Union Pacific holding
syndicate and the millions In securities sold to the Equitable by his firm
while he was a member of the Equlta-ble'finance committee

s

MOUTHPIECE FOR HARD
AND SOFT COAL BARONS
IN STRIKE SITUATION.

C. H. Cenner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
successfully
All
diseases
treated. Offllce Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Sundays by appointment.
VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
surgeon and dentist.
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, scientific methods.
at Trimble's
stables. Old 'phone, 3; auto., 122.
FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and PenmanEngship, Shorfhand, Typewriting,
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

formerly

SERIOUS

OPERATICXS

F. L. ROBBINS.
Francis I.e Baron Robbins, president
of the Pittsburg Coal company, is in
the public eye just at present, because
from him conies frequent and emphatic statements that the coal barons will not grant the union miners'
demands in the spring. His company
is probably the biggest soft coal concern In the United States, but he apparently also is in close touch with
the hard coal batons.
THE AUTOMOBILE
ROUTE TO ROSWELL.
l
.1. A. Graham, secretary
of the
Commercial club, returned Sunday evening from Las Vegas, Albuquerque and other points, coming
home by way of Torrance, over the
Koswcll Automobile company's route,
says the Roswell Record. He is now
a bo, sli r of the automobile line and
will be a strong "plugger" for this i
that is vei consideied by
Mime to be in the experimental stage.
He lias tried the route and gives i
finding favorable to the future of the
company.
He traveled the route with
traveling salesmen who spoke in such
a manner as to maqe him believe that
the patronage of the route will Increase wonderfully us the news of the
existence of such a
spreads
among the traveling brotherhood. The
salesmen who tode with the (lub secretary told him that the route was
the biggest advance in civilization
New Mexico has bad in a long time,
anil that they would find It very convenient on their routes over the country. Secretary Graham predicts tint
the auto stage will he a great success.

California

$25

$25

Unqualified Success of Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound In the
Case of Mr a. Fannie D. Vox.

Second Class Colonist Rates

One of the greatest triumphs of Lydia
E. Pinkbum's Vegetable Compound is

Sept. 15 to Oct. 31

the conquering of woman's dread enemy, Tumor.
The growth of a tumor is so sly that
frequently its presence isnot buspectcd
until it in far advanced.

The State

dMrt Fannie

D.

Fok IKi

" wanderinp; pnins" may
from its early stupes, or the
presence of danger may be made manifest by profuse menstruation, accompanied by unusual pain, from the
ovaries down the groin ami thighs.
If you have mysterious pains, if there
are indications of inflammation or displacement, don't wait for time to confirm your fears and go through the
horrors of a hospital operation; been re
Lydia E. Piukham's Vegetable
right away and begin its use.
Mrs. l'inlihiiin, of Lynn, Mass., will
give you her advice free of all charge
if you will w rite her about yourself.
Your letter will lie seen by women only.
d
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What's the use of a helper if f
he tsu't willing? Willingness is .
an ample mantle which will al- most cover all 'the sins of serv- - 'f
ice.
But a classified advertise- mcnt in The Evening Citizen is a
willing helper that is not only
alisoultely competent, but also is
a willing worker. It works all
the time for you. It is the best
and most economical publicity in
the world.
1
I f
I
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GO TO

National

Bank

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

D. A. McPHERSON, Vice Presfdent
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron 'Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phone, 234.

0

"OLD RFMABLE"

ESTABLISHED

L.

Flour, Grain and Provisions
FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N. M.

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company
AUTOM ATIC PHONE 711.
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WE

HAVE HIT THE

MARK

With our new rates
on residence

PLAN-

'

lighting.

See the Light Man
FOURTH

it- -

CURE the LUNGS

AND

GOLD

AVE.

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

Or. King's

SANTA

FE,

N. M.

Discovery
FOB

C

OUuHSand
OLDS
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We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first c!asB
material and employ competent wprkmen, which justifies us in giv-in- g
you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will compare favorably
with responsible competition.

MILL

0NSUMPTI0M

0

B. PUTNEY

KILLthe COUCH

Pink-riiun- 'y

0

1878
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WHOLESALE GROCER

See the window display of the Rio
Grando Woolen
Mills at the Glol
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking skirts.

WITH

0

0

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.

When you want any mill work done.
We don't keep you waiting. We get
out your work promptly. Our motto:
"No work, no pay we all work."

and

0
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Company

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

WILLING HELPERS

(

Santa Fe Railway

OF ALBUQUERQUE
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$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

Stopovers allowed In California. For particulars, call
on any agent.
H. S. LUTZ,
Agent.
J. J. BYRNE,
G. P. A., Los Angeles, Cal.
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Dear Mrs. I'lnkti nn
' I tuke the
rtv to congratulate you on
the suivess I Imin hm with your wonderful
COURT AT PORTALES
'
Kuhtoen mouths hko iiiv monthLASTED ONE DAY. medicine.
lies stopied. Mi.. it v after 1 felt so ballv that
Judge William II. Pope, C'leik C. M. I fciil.inilU-- l ton Uiiinmuh elsiiiinaUon by
a
Bird
Attorney J. M. Hervey re physician and hs told lint I had a tumor
l would have to undergo an
un
the
uterus
ou
from
Portales,
turned to Roswell
where they conducted the October ojionitioii.
"Noun after f read one of vouradverti.se-men- u
term of court, finishing if in one day,
nnd
to tfive Lydia K.
as had been cxpecteiL
There was
c'i tntil,. Compound a trial. After
rive.
H.ttl.M as directed lh tumor in
neither grand nor petit Jury, and the tryinir
gone. I have Uvn examined bv a
only action taken was to dismiss some entirely
I .ti sii luu and I... Mtys 1 have n.iMiwof a
cases and bear a few motions. All tumor now. It tins alo brought my inontn-lie- s
other cases
continued until t ho
at mud om - in. o, and 1 am entirely
secotnj Monday In liicember, when well" Kioiuio 1. iux, 7 Chestnut blrtxit,
Bradford, l a.
cou.t will be reopened there.

nv

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

cxzxxxxxxx

BOOSTING

ud

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

Trixy - - Trixy

AVOIDED

President

Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

ing.
DAY AND

TUMORS CONQUERED

BANK

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURXOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

0ce

EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
NEW MEXICO ATTORNEY
Library building, East Railroad aveWEDS TRINIDAD WOMAN nue.
ASSAYERS.
At 11 o'clock Wednesday morning.
Judge A. J. Abbott, of Santa Fe. N.
CORBET & COLLINS,
M., and Mrs. Ida M. Patton, of TriniCivil and Mining Engineers.
United
dad, were united in marriage by Rev.
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
I) .C. Peters, of the Christian church,
AS8AYER8.
Trinidad. The couple left for Denver East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
on their wedding tour after which
they will go to Santa Fe, where they
will reside. Judge Abbott was
a resident of Trinidad, but left
that city four years ago for Santa Fe,
where he has since resided. He is now We sell the famous Trixy Hose for
United States attorney for the Pueblo boya and girls. There ia no other
Indians of New Mexico, and is quite Hose as good for wear. The price Is
20c per pair. Other kind, 10c and 15c
well known in this city.
the pair. Try a pair and be con
Notice.
vinced.
United States Iand Office, Santa Fe,
Boston school shoes for" boys and
N. M., Sept.' 27, 1905.
girls, the kind that will stand hrad
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- knocks.
lowing township plats will be on file
For Boys, 90c, $1, $1.25, $1.40 and
In this office November 13, 1905, viz: up to $2.
Township 7 north, range 8 east.
For Girls, $1.15, $1.40 and up to $2.
Township 4 north, range 9 east.
Underwear for boys and girls, 15c
Township 5 north, range 8 east.
to 35c a garment.
On and after above date we will be
Union suits for Girls, 40c to 50c.
ready to receive applications for entries In said townships.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register. . The Cash Buyers' Union
FRED MULLEN. Receiver.
Automatic "Phone, 592.
VM. DOLDE, Prop.
122 N. 2d St.
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george arnot
cromwell

FIRST NATIONAL
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luna
blackwell
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be irrigated under the same.
Thus it will be seen that up to date
the total amount set aside for national
Irrigation works Is $34,270,000, and
that when this sum has been expended 1.909,000 acres, now desert and
mostly unproductive, will be Irrigated and become productive.
And this Is only the beginning of
the great work of national irrigation.

r

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits
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No. 1.

He

6, 1905.
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the millionaire
sugar king, owning Immense factories
In Colorado and California, with
a
party of friends, spent an 'hour or so
In this city last night on his way to
the Grand Canyon. Mr. Havemeyer
and party were traveling in two private cars, the Edgemere and Carrl-zozo- .
attached
to passenger train

as ul

OCTOBER

4

H. O. Havemeyer,

-

fc

1

THEY STOP OFF HERE FOR A
COUPLE OF HOURS, EN ROUTE
TO THE GRAND CANYON TRAVELING IN STATE.

The party had a very narrow escape from death on Monday in a mine
at Ciipple Creek, Colo. Mr. Havemeyer and the rest of them had descended to the fifth level of the mine,
when all of a sudden a defening explosion occurred right near them and
they were showered with flying debris.
Fortunately, not one of them was Injured, but had they been a little
nearer all of ihem might have been
Killed. Tht. explosion was caused by
a "pop shot.".
Among those in the parly were:
Miss Adeline Havemeyer, Miss
E.
lliivemeyer. Miss Florence Havemeyer
ami Mr. and M.S. W. H. Thomas and
thi- Misn's Hi len and Margaret Thom-

miMnn

FRIDAY.

PROFESSIONAL

WORSE THAN THE DISEASE

iH

Montezuma Trust Co.

HERE'S THE NEXT MARK

I

MERCURY

iiii.

Dental 8urgeon.
The effects nt Mercury and Potash art
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Mock, over
worse thnn tlx-- effects of Contagion
Number and Cost of Projects Hhxxl Poison, for which these mineral's the Golden Rule Dry Ooods Company
are Kcnernllv used. They cannot curt Both phones. Appointments made by
the disease, and in addition set tup a jkuh. mall.
Approved, Some Already
on of their own, ;roduciiij dysjvepsia, y
tun und J, Alger, L. O. S.
drying rtp the gastric juices, salivation,
No. H) Kallrnad avenue
Office hour
Begun.
p. m. i 1:80 p. m. to I
sores, mercmi
rheumatism, ami often :S0 a. m to
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
p. m. Telephone 442. Appointment
made
necrosis of the bones.
oy man
TWO MILLION ACRES INVOLVED
DowUnir Oriwn, Ky., Mitchell ITouaa.
LAWYERS.
Qent.lomnn - For ovor four
guf.
fired itrn' . v from n lovei e cim of I
Blood I'ulsnn. I went to Hot
Bernard 8. Rodey.
Sprlnira, atayiiu thpre four months
Albuquerque,
ATTORN
There were few people who compre biw
at
1 then
expense.
physiconsulted
M.
Prompt
N.
scope
governetten:lon given to all
of the
hended the vast
cians,
prescribed
Mercury,
who
Nothipertaining to the profession,
ment work which was Inaugurated by ng; did mo iiny good, in f.ict the tront-men- t buMnesa
will practice In ai.' courts of tbe terriproved more hurmful tlmn bnneri-cia- tory
the passage of the national irrigation
u
and
in
before the United States lard
I
Til
d to t utter for for. r
rout
act three years ago, and today there yeara. I us
m. ntiencd my rasa to a friend
office.
'
are many who have no knowledge of who told me t i.it H. S. S. d certainly
at- once commenced
Ira M. Bond.
him,
cured
I
reits
by
accomplished
what has been
the
2 P street. N.
ATTORN
and In ix- Months
could
find
no
trace
...
.
government
tlfe
clamation service of
fif.Srt.ll
k,. fe elons, lands,
W., Washington.
in three short years a.ong the line of two yeors evo, and there has been no patents, copyrights, csvlats, letter pat
-- .ui i..
at. u, eanp,KH.
ents, trade marks, claims.
reclaiming the arid western landB.
may
some
general
The
reader
form
R. W. O. Bryan.
S. S. S ., a remedvj tnaite- fmm
-x
Idea of the progress of the work by ncrb9 fin bnrl-u-. la the ntilw ..v.,,, nj,na
Albuquerque,
ATTORNBI-AT-LAN. M. Office, Fire national Bank bulld- noting the. following facts, which are tnlote for Contagious Blood Poison.
It Ing.
a brief summary of a statement re- uiorougniy mid permanently
WITH AMPLE MEANS
eradicates
cently Issued by thi reclamation ser- the
E. W. Dobson.
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
poison fn.in the bloxxl so that nosigVi .
ATTORNET-AT-LAOffice
Cromvice. There are now under actual con- is ever umiii ,.f the iliuaca l.. r...
struction, in eleven states and territo- S. S. S. builds up instead of tearing down well block, Albu jerque. N. M.
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
ries, the following projects, viz: Sait the ystcm, as do Mercury and Potash,
John H. 8tlngle.
ATTORNET-AT-LASuite W, N. T
River, Yuma, Uncompahgre, Minido- and when it turn rnriil th r1ioAn,.A ka, Huntley, Fort Buford, North part of the body has been toned up larmljo building, Albuquerque. N. M
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION AND
Platte, Truckee-Carson- ,
Hondo, Belle 'J
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
nun ionic enects.
ARCHITECTS.
liuiiiiii
S.
Fourche, and Shoshone.
S.
S. also removes any effects of tlit
The total
CAPITAL, $150,000.00
,
amount set aside for beginning conF. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-fordmineral treat
,
struction on tho above nameil nro- ment from tin
rooms
Barnett building,
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
Jects is 23,8",tMiO, and the land irri
blood. Weoffet Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phone.
gable under the same Is estimated to
a reward of
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
be JMiO.UOO acres. On one of these pror.ooo.oo
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson.
f
Asst. esh.Srt
jects, the Truckee-Carson- ,
the work
wm. Mcintosh
proof that
solomon
D. F. MACROLLING,
PURELY VEGETABLE.
has been partially completed, and waS. S. S. contains
a. m.
o. e.
Civil engineering,
surveying and j. c.
;
t
i
.1
ter was turned on ntt.OOO acres last
drafting. 211 Railroad avenue.
Mercury, Potash or any other miners'
June.
The following projects have been Home treatment book and any medical
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY
CONTRACTOR A BUILDER.
approved bv the secretary of the In advice will be given without charge.
on
terior and construction
the same THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga.
A. L, Morgan.
will soon be commenced:
Klamath
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AND.
BUILDER
Falls, Malheur, Milk Hiver, Bismarck,
Estimates cheerfully
PROVE IT ANYTIME.
,
furnished; Job work solicted. Automatlo
Payette-Boise- ,
Palouse,
'phone 724; shop 911 North Second etreet,
and Strawberry Valley. For the By the Evidence of Albuquerque Peo- Albuquerque, N. M.
construction of these $10,300,(100 have
ple.
PHYSICIANS.
been set aside, and 949,000 acres will
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

VISITS ALBUQl'ERPUE

CAPITAL
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.

Ros-wid-

MINERS WILL HAVE UNIQUE
AT
COMING
PERIENCE
GRESS AT EL PASO.
Texas, Oct.

NATIONAL WORK

e

HAVEMEYER

A

Puko,

OF NATURE STUDY.

The first necessity in nature study
Is to become acquainted with some
locality say with a farm, says the
National Magazine. It does not matter
how small, how commonplace, how
near the city Uie nearer the better,
provided there are trees and water,
fences and some seclusion. If you own
cabin can be In th middle of such a
spot, that is ideal. For there is no
when you buy a field or
a' piece of woods and settle down
theie to stay. Nature respects you.
You have taken her Into your confidence. She will take you into hers,
and in the course of a few seasons (If
you will limit the size of your garden)
you will begin to discover what a
multitude of interesting things come
with the place that were not mentioned In the deed.
Owning a farm, of course, is not
necessary. Sometimes I am quite convinced that for pure and lasting Joy
In nature one should possess an acre.
Once you have looked upon land of
your own, once you have trodden upon earth that belongs to you, and all
your Sundays will be spent looking
and walking there. The man in the
Scriptures who bought a field and lost
his interest in other pleasant things
had a real case.
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WHAT TO EAT

Railroad Topi

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Is very often a hard question for the
person to solve who Is afflicted with
a weak stomach. Experience
hasf
taught him to select his food with
great caution or else suffer from at-tacks of Heartburn, Bloating, Headache, Cramps, Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
Vomiting, Costiveness and Biliousness.
Strengthen tlfe digestive organs by
taking a dose of Hostette's Stomach
Bitters before meals, and be made well
again. Insist on having

OF Tin-the Eighth Division Railway Mail Service to the national convention of the
Railway Mail association, to be held
In Cincinnati, use their Influence to
secure the passage by that body of a
resolution commending the action of
the Erie railroad In their construction
of an all steel mail car, thereby showing their humane and progressive spirit in further safeguarding the malls
HOSTETTER'S
CALIFORNIA BOASTS OF
persons
A WINTER RESORT of the United States and the
in charge of the same.
The passenger men are taking conSTOMACH BITTERS
siderable interest in the completion of FEASIBLE TO "ve"nTILATE
hotel,
the Arrowhead Hot Springs
RAILROAD CARS
AT THE CLOSE
BUSINESS,
Bays a California paper, having InquirOFFICIAL MATTERS
At a recent meeting of the St. Louts
ies from all over the country as to the club Mr. Ross Tayior, speaking
In the
probable date of th opening of the absence of Dr. Gassoway of the United
These inquiries
mountain hostelry.
Postmaster Appointed.
hospital service, on the
States
do not come altogether from Invalids, subject marine
Manfor Romero has been appointed
said:
ventilation,
of
either, for many people want to spend
" 'There Is nothing new under the postmaster at Frisco. Socorro" county,
the winter under the great Arrowhead, sun,' and In the matter of ventilation to succeed John R. Ml.ligan, resigned.
corner
whose fame has gone to every
-285,030.28
Capital and Profits,
$1,191,220.39
Loans and Discounts,
we may learn wisdom from the pracBids for Carrying Mails.
of the country.
tice of the ancients. From time
askThe postofliee department is
in Egypt, air was permitted ing for bids to carry the mails on the
200,000.00
SANTA FE'S NEW DEPOT
63,222.60
Circulation,
Bonds, Slocks, Real Estate,
BUILDING AT SPRINGER. to enter through funnels on the tops star routes in New Mexico, Arizona
The Santa Fe will build their new of houses the admission of pure air and Utah. There are about 175 of
2,470,928.21
33,503.00
Deposits,
Banking House and Furniture,
depot between block 3 and 36, a few to force the foul air OJit. Hut in rail- these routes In New Mexico, All bids
yards northeast of the residence cor- road and railway serPlce, In addition must be received by the postmaster
Is
United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00
ner of Candldo Olona. At least that to the injector, as powerful ejector
general by 4:30 p. m., December 6,
Is their Intention now. The location required. The objection to admitting 1905. Postmaster R. W. Hopkins has
Is on Seventh street, between Maxwell the air at very low temperature, with- received a schedule of the routes, the
1,663,015.50
Cash and Exchange, 1,340,015.50
and Cimarron avenues, but nearer to out heating it, would lower the tem- distances and specifications for bids
e
Maxwell avenue, and just four blocks perature In the car, fs easily met. If and they can be examined at the
$2,955,958.49
$2,955,958.49
Total,
Total,
north of the street on which the de- Injected at the top of the car, where
by all parties Interested.
pot is now located, and just five blocks the temperature Is highest. It can be
The broken up by inferior deflectors, so ar
from the present location.
Notaries Public Appointed.
nable ranged as to direct it too the roof, and
Stockman believes this will
following notaries public have
The
being charged with over 20 per cent of been appointed
anyone to find It.
by Acting Governor J.
oxygen, it Is quickly heated, and It 4V.
RayniMls: D. J. Dannerbaum, Ber- gradually descends in the car."
NEW WAY Of"mAKNG
nalillo, Sandoval county; W. 11.
A RAILWAY PLATFORM
Epris. Guadalupe county; O.
Section Foreman Casey of the South- OTTO SIR SNATCHED
0
FROM HIS ENGINE RIDE. N. Nelson, Corona, Lincoln county;
ern Pacific, had his crew at work at
When the Santa Fe limited from George M. Hogg, Lakewood, Eddy,
San Bernardino, scattering sand over
this morning at 10 county; L. Bradford Prince, Espano-lathe freshly oiled platform. The oil the east .pulled in quickest
Rio Arriba county.
arrests on
had been spread over the platform o'clock, one of the during
the fraction
with a generous hand, and carload af record was made
Civil Service Examination.
a minute that the train stops at
ter carload of sand had been brought of
The local postofliee has received noTrinidad.
there to be spread over it, guaranteeto be held this
The baggage master was standing tice of examinations
Onn Cent Per Word for Each Insertion
ing for the Southern Pacific the finest
position
of forest reserve
fail
for
the
a
car,
in
waved
of
door
and
his
the
wrra
platform in that section assuredly
points to
supervisor.
nearest
The
Te
cUu.lfkatlo
Insare
prtper
ad. for this calans mast he la the office before I 'clock
Gale,
Special
Agent
J.
C.
who
at
letter
the largest, for the oiled surface ex- was standing on the platform. The New Mexico at which such examinap. ta. Ait pboaed receive the same careful atleatkia tbat la live a lead, breaf tat ta office.
tends all the way to Second street
will be held are Flagstaff, Arizotan to receive the letter and tions
and across the tracks detective
from the depot,
bag- na, on October 1G; at Pagosa Springs,
as
was
placed
his
hands
In
It
the
FOR SALE Engine. Owing to en- TECHNICAL POSITIONS OPEN
to E street.
gage man leaned out and spoke some- Colorado, on October 23; and at Bal-lelaiging our power plant we offer for
la what we are tJoirta wtth every
C'hrmUtn.
nnr,
mmnetent
Architect.
at
V,
informa10.
on
Further
October
power, 285-- j
thing to him.
nraughlftmen, hupenntenncnt. ytvil, r.lertriC4l, rtl
8x12,
one
one
sale
who tota It jeHoHHie TreCOLORADO SOUTHERN
till
Krujineers
Mining
to
be
positions
can
ctuntral, Marineand
Keeping alongside the train which tion about these examinations
Buckeye automatic cut-- i
revolution
vor
etrengthetilmg juatKtea.
and
Also many ExecuttVR,
WORKING FULL TIME.
Mr.
Stauffer.
fayint Salesman positions and fond opportunities for
down, the special agent obtained from
off engine, for $250. Can be seen In
Is ne warm weather bevThere
The employes of the Colorado & had slowed
t
rver
money
services,
havingmen
to invest with their
operation at our mill. It Is an exerage that ean compare wHh
u,ooo employers rely on ut for all their ho;h grail,
Southern in Trinidad are now work- climbed up on the tender of the big
Rural Free Delivery.
Omres in is ritieft. Hifi-- trade exclusively.
The John Becker
cellent
machine.
this
refreehkiB oYtnk en a warm
Delegate to Congress W. H. An- men.
ing full time, an indication that the mountain climbing engine and rudely
position
desired.
ns
and stale
company, Belen. N. M.
day.. It la net only pi Meant to
from a peaceful slumber a drews has received a letter from Write
winter's activity has really set In in aroused
Brain
Brokers
(Inc.',
HAPCOODS
who was snatched off the coal Fourth Assistant Postmaster General
taate, but Is Invigorating tmi
VI7 Chemical building, St. Louie
railroad" circles, says the Chronica. man
whole eme. $3 per case of two
During the summer the shops and pile before he could get the cinders DeGraw, that the petition for a free
WANTED
Co
his eyes sufficiently to rural delivery route from Sauta Fe to
dozen quartes; $2 per case. of
repair forces did out work the full rubbed out of
on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
was going on
two dozen pint.
Tesuque and Agua Fria by way of WANTEIV Bell boys at the Alvaratlo. Wagons
scheduled time, and there was a rumor know what saw
and other Chattels; also on
When he
the train pulling out Sunmount, would be given speedy at- WANTED Clean rags. Inquire at
that the same hours were to prevail
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE&
throughout the winter. A few days without him, the man put up a fierce tention and that a special agent will
The Citizen offleo.
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aa high
hu-ov(i- r
a trn
tnatrtirHnna wpro rp. fight, struggling to get away, but he be in Santa Ke in the noar futnre to
Auto. Phone 292.
Colo. Phone S
ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.
rhree painters, highest as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
J"" go over the proposed route. Senator WANTED
reived to put on the schedule of tenj"a U4U'l "i ,uw" lu l"
wages. C. A. Hudson.
One
Time:
and strictly private.
(hours a day for the men on the car where he was placed below on a Boise Penrose, of Pennsylvania, chairmonth to one year given. Goods rerepair track and nine hours a day, m charge of vagrancy.
man
the senate committee on post WANTED Roomers and boarders. main In your possession. Our rates
"What is your name?" Jailer West officesofand
417 West Silver avenue.
post roads, has been Inter
the machine shops.
are reasonable. Call and see us beasked the fellow as he started to en- ested in the project by Delegate W. H.
Girl to assist with cook- fore borrowing.
ter the new boarder on the register. Andrews and Is doing all in his power WANTED
MORE PROMOTIONS ON
ing
and housework. 315 South Third
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
"Otto Sir."
THE SANTA FE.
to have the route established.
street.
Steamship tickets to and from all
"Otto What?" asked the Jailer, ImA Topeka dispatch eayar It Is reparts of the world.
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
WANTED At once, a competent girl
ported here that V. J. Black, general patiently.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant BIdg.
'.'Otto Sir," repeated the man, and CONGRESSMAN TAWNEY WILL
passenger agent of the Atchison, To
for general housework. Apply 523
passenger
Fast
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parte
315 West Railroad Ave.
Keleher avenue.
peka & Santa Fe railroad, Is to be ap- -' the jailer tumbled that he meant Just
VISIT NEW MEXICO
,
of the World.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
pointed traffic manager, to succeed that Trinidad Chronicle.
Man to work around city
WANTED
at
Torrance,
Connections
N.
with the El Paso & Southwestern,
M.
Evenings.
Open
George T. Nicholson.
home. Good position for responsible
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy ana Santa,
HE AND OTHER CONGRESSMEN
TO DINE WELL
John F. White, general auditor of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
WHERE
"A.,"
man.
office.
this
M.,
N.
Fe,
with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
TO INVESTIGATE "STATEHOOD"
ORANGE CROP. THIS YEAR
disbursements of the Santa Fe railFe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
FOR THE SOUTHWEST.
From all reports the orange crop to
WANTED
Ladles to bring their hair SANTA FE RESTAURANT
road, has resigned, eflective October
Special
Quick
attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
MEALS AT ALL HOURS.
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All
15. White has held his present posi- be iiandled this year by the railroads
Representative James A. Tawney,
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock. Island & Pacific railat reasonable
will be just as heavy as last year's,
kinds done to order. 113 Iron ave- time, good service,
tion since 1903.
conway,
AlbuMinnesota,
with several other
of
prices. The nearest place in
via Torrance, N. M.
nue
A. L. Conrad, general freight agent which was very good, although there gressmen will leave Chicago on the
querque to Santa Fe depot. Open
Your business respectfully solicited.
t
i
leported to become shortage In the
gentleman
WANTED
cook
white
A
of the Pecos Valley lines of the Santa is
a
Mexico
7th
New
Instant,
for
and
and night. Bar In connection.
W. H. ANDREWS.
8. B. GRIM SHAW,
for hotel ;vgood salary; apply at day
Fe, with headquarters at Amarlllo, bearing, says the San Bernardino InInspection
on
to
a
of
and
tour
LYNN, HAVEN BAY, and BLUE
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
once to European hotel, Gallup, New
Texas, has been appointed general dex.
POINT OYSTERS In any style. First
0
3. Everett, of Rochester. N. Y., determine for themselves the fitness
Mexico.
FRANK
Asst. Secy, and Treas.
DIBERT.
auditor of disbursements, to succeed theH. proprietor
In
two
defor
statehood.
territories
street and Silver avenue, opposite
of the Everett ranch of the
Mr. White.
second-bas
WAN
LYNO.
1ED
P.
J.
Gentlemen
A.
L.
likely
Mexico,
pot.
they
GRIMSHAW.
New
will
make
Meal tickets, 21 meals, for $5.
was In the city for a
White will go to California to en- near Orange, having
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
City Frt. and Pass.,Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. AgL 0
short time,
come In on the stops at Raton, Las Vegas, Santa Fe,
gage in private business.
Send
and
of
address
Bouth
viaduct.
Deming;
Albuquerque,
Las
Cruces and
GENERAL OFFICES
i
SANTA FE, N. M.
Santa Fe limited to take the Orange
TAILORING
MERCHANT
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Concerning
train here on his way to his ranch. going thence to Arizona.
TOURIST TRAVEL HEAVY
congressmen
dressmaking,
to
of
class
these
WANTED First
the visit
OVER NO. 209 WEST
ON SOUTHERN PACIFIC When ashed about the shortage of the Douglas and Bisbee, Arizona, the Bis-be- e
also cleaning and remodeling of la- UPSTAIRS,
Mr. Everett said he thought the
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
The tide of the tourist travel to crop
says:
113 Iron avenue,
Daily
Review
At
clothes.
dies'
about
be
would
shortage
place
on
his
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
California is setting. la exceptionally 20 per cent, judging
"The party of congressmen who will
doors south of the Congregathree
reports
the
from
strong over the Southern Pacific, this sent him by his- son. who remains on visit Arizona for the purpose of Intional church.
Mr merchant tailoring shop Is up
year. The colonist rates went into efvestigating the conditions in connec- WANTED
By' Chicago wholesale stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveplanted
Everett
He
ranch.
the
the
fect on the 15th of last month, and ranch 20 years ago and Is one of the tion with the pending or Intended
and mall order house, assistant nue, where I solicit the patronage of
ever since the volume of passenger
manager (man or woman) for this the public. All work guaranteed first-clasof oranges from this statehood legislation are expected to
traffic has taxed the road's motive heaviest 8t';.pers
10th
and
October,
of
arrive about the
county and adjoining territory. Salas I have had fifteen years' expower, all trains from the east coming end of the state, his crop last year according to announcement Douglas Is
ary $20 and expenses paid weekly; perience In the business. Suits made
been about 27.000 boxes.
thiough in two sections, sometimes in having reports
VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
in
included
visited.
to
be
the cities
expense money advanced.
Work to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
on the crop made to the
The
three. With the eastbound traffic, the Santa
Douglas must be ready to receive this
permanent.
No
pleasant;
position
shortage
in
I
a
not
specific
use
will
repaired.
Fe
that
indicate
The
road has also been having an excepinvestment or experience required. Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
Individual trees will congressional party and render them
tionally heavy business, the volume of the bearing of the up
such
by the increased every assistance In gathering
Write at once for full particulars also cleaned and walking skirts made
be
about
made
esThe beet machine tn the
business for the past month being
may
Information
as
The
be desired.
.viHiiinienvelope. to order. Give me a .trial
I world. This
and enclose
a number of new orchards
la no experitimated by competent judges to be at acreage,
commerce
chamber of
should take this
& Co, 132 Lake
year.
Cooper
Thomas
In
J.
coming
BAMBINI.
O.
this
ment, but has been testleast 20 per cent heavier than that for
In hand and see that a commit-tc- o
matter
111.
Chicago,
street,
ed
and tried, and ha
the same month last year, although
of our prominent citizens is nam- WANTED By Chicago manufactur
Wards of Pneumonia.
200,000 In use.
If you
the east bound business cannot begin MANY NEW BOOKS ARE
comed to look "after the proper entertaincoughs,
pulmonary
All
and
colds
person
ing
of
house,
trustworthiness
are Interested In typewri
to compare with that coming west.
plaints
are
quickly
are
curable
AT LIBRARY ment of the congressional committee
that
RECEIVED
local
with
familiar
somewhat
and
ters call or addreec
Incoming trainmen report that there
during its stay here, which of course,
Minute Cough Cure.
territory as assistant la branch of- cured by One
is so much baggage dumped on the
will be short.
The committee wi.l
phlegm, draws out InflamClears
the
Perweekly.
paid
$18
Salary
fice.
the
librarian
Nell
Wetter,
of
Miss
platform at Los Angeles that the
af- -'
here direct from El Paso and as
GEO.
RAMSEY
library, announces the receipt comecity
manent position. No investment re mation, and heals and soothes the
transfer men have to keep night shifts public following
lungs,
will be the first stop In Ariparts,
strengthens
this
the
fected
not
experience
quired.
books,
which
Previous
new
aie zona, a Douglas committee should be
at work. San Bernardino Is getting of the
401 W. R. R. Ave.
Address, wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
essential to engaging.
a fair share of this influx of visitors, ready for circulation:
in El Paso to escort the visitors here."
General Agent for
Manager Branches, Como Block, pleasant to take. Sold by all drugBreath of the Gods McCall.
but not quite as much as will be the
gists.
New Mexico
Chicago.
The Cost Phillips.
GOT VERY UNEASY
case later, when the weather is coolDivine Fire Sinclair.
ABOUT ABSENT FAMILY.
er.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The Gamble Thurston.
Albert Easloy. cava the Clavton En- (H. E. No. 8471.)
Memoirs of an American Citizen
terprtse, after waiting in Clayton for FOR ItENT Furnished room. 213 Department of the" Interior, Iand of- ii
FIREMAN HART2ELL FALLS
Marquette.
WcBt
HEIR TO FORTUNE. Herrirk.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25,
'the return of his faniilv from Missouri
Nedra McCuteheon.
safe. Apply
for several days, deckled things had Foil KENT
Clinton S. Haitzcll, employed as a
The Plum Tree Philips.
gone materially wiong somewhere
to F. F. Trotter.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol. fireman on the Santa Fe railroad, and
AND
Hose o" the River Wiggins.
down the line, and so departed Sunday l'Olt KENT
making his home in this city, who
Itooms with board. 315 lowing named settler has filed notice
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT
Stingaree Ilornung.
BUILDING PAPER
Always
in Bearch of the mystery. On reachof his Intention to make final proof
left with his wife last Saturday evenSouth Third street.
more, looks best, wears
Covers
Return of Sherlock Holmes Doyle. ing Duliiiirt, however, the bright side Kolt KENT
said
ing for his former home near Monclaim,
support
and
of
in
that
his
stock.
rooms
Two
furnished
Plaster,
Lime,
Oemont,
longest,
full
economical,
most
Abbess of Vlaye Weyman.
of life turned back to view, for there
mouth, 111., on account of the death
be made before the
for light housekeeping. Inquire at proof will
M illionalre
measure.
Paint,
Glass,
Green.
Sash
etc.
Doors,
N.
Albuquerque,
found on his arrival
probate
lie met bis family. He returned home
of his father,
clerk
at
300 North Broadway.
Mairiage of William Ashe Ward.
M., on November 4, 13oa., viz.:
fully resolved that If any further visrs
that he was heir to about $J7,)"'.
everything
AND
COAL
room,
FIRST
AVE.
STREET
Nice
KENT
.
Foil
ALBUQUERQUE.
How-ellsN. M.
Inspiration
Miss
Ballard's
are to tie made to Missouri he will be
Valencia, for the southwest
His father was shot several weeks
415 North Secnew and pleasant.
ago by the accidental discharge of a
one of the party. Miss Ola, daughter
quarter
of section 2, township 8 north,
ond street.
Tyranny of the Dark Garland.
range 6 east.
of A. W. Easley, leturned with Mrs.
revolver while Hunting, and alter linTwo large store rooms,
KENT
Constance of Trescott Mitchell.
gering several days passed away. Ha
Albert Eabley.
He names the following witnesses
312
Inquire
centrally
West
located.
Rose of the World Castle.
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
residence
to prove bis continuous
left considerable property, and also
avenue.
Lead
Sandy Rice.
For All Kinds of Piles.
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.;
had his life Insured for about $70,oi0.
.
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. P. HALL, Proprlmtor
i,
V
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i
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To draw the fire out of s. burn, heal a Foil KENT
inn
Game London.
Two elegant rooms, suitThere are four hei.s besides the wife,
Iron and Bras Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
cut without leaving a scar, or to cure
Garden of Allah Hichens.
able for man and wife. '415 North Jose Mora, of Chlllll. Nr M.; Alejan- three sons and a daughter.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front tor
boils, sores, tetter, eczema and all
Second street. Hoasd if preferred. nro Konqumo, oi (jniuii, n. ai.; auam1
Mr. and Mrs. Hartzell roomed wih
A Pleasure to All.
Buildings.
slin and scalp diseases, use DeWitt's FOll KENT Furnished rooms for Lopez, of Clillli, N. M.
W. A. Seewald in this city and
No
as
Is
pleasant
Till
as
and
itositlve
Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for
Ropmlra on Mining and Mill Machinery a Bpaelalty
MANUEL n OTERO.
here about eight months. Mrs.
housekeeping. l arge and airy. Cor
These
Risers.
Early
DeWitt's
Little
blind, bleeding, itching and protruding
Register, q Foundry east side of railroad track.
Hartzell was employed as stenograAlbuquerque, N. If.
of Sixth street and Railroad
ner
mild
so
are
and
Famous
Little Pills
piles. Stops the pain instantly and
pher by the Simmons Selling company,
avenue.
ladies
children,
effective
delicate
that
cures permanently
Plans to Get Rich
Get the genuine. FOR RENT Two cheap rooms for
nierchandist? brokers on Railroad aveand weak people enjoy their cleansing sm by all druggists
are often frustrated by sudden break-- 1
nue.
II.
light
housekeeping.
E.
Mrs.
say
strong
wane
iney
people
u
to dyspepsia or constipa-- l
Mr. Hartzell will discontinue rail- eireci,
Rutherford, corner of Broadway and downs, duo up
"Mother was lucky -- papa bought a
attu Lane ui. rvius n
urate
lien.
roading and intends to locate some- are the best liver pills sold. Sold by
Iront avenue.
New Life Pills. They take out tne V
Es range.
v.nniaxuc i n I ivi M I n -i AND ntv- pLai
where near Des Moines, Iowa, where all druggists.
Apartments
in
FOR
KENT
Paik
V
DA im II.
materials tbat are clogging your en 5T
he has a brother engaged in raising
View terrace, eight rooms each; ergies, and give you a new start. Cure;
cattle. Optic. a a II. headache and dizziness, too. At all
Fv5V
modern equipment throughout.
- 1?
B..1I
Mama.. Cn.l.n VA7,
II. Tilton. room 19, flrant block.
drug stores; 25c, guaianteed.
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rooms,
largt
store
Two
RENT
Foil
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wart house and twelve living rooms, SCHOOL NEEDS ANOTHER
The Erie's new steel mail car ap0
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The
board
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large
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imd
in
all
shown by a recent action of the
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sary outhouses. Everyhlng new and make arrangements for another teach- - ft
kane, . Wash., Branch Railway Mail
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Way
eed
Easy
corner
from
liruiiit,
most
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We have removed from 310 West to goto work and build another school:
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FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. FlneBt Whiskies, Imported 0
vice traveling in charge ef the malls querque
elling large quantities.
and you will soon regain perfect Gold avenue to 217 West Gold, In the house to accommodate the children,
danger
of loss and
Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
and Domet-tland minimize the
Mi-na ig a guaranteed cure for health and strength. Ask J. H. O'Kielly office occupied by the J. M. Moore
lager served. Finest and best Imported and IXiisewtic Cigars.
destruction of the mails in case of acI
Subscribe for Th Citizen and get
all diseases of the stonch excepting & Co. to show you the guarantee un- Realty company.
0
cident; now thereforebe it
WATER SUPPLY CO. 'the new.
Resolved, That our delegates from cancer. If you have pains or distress der which tbey sell this remedy.

federal grand Jury at lis Cruces
indicted Conductors William B. Akin
and John Ooddard, of the Southern
Pacific, for smuggling Chinamen from
El Paso to California. It Is alleged
that wholesale smuggling was conducted In Southern Pacific freight cars
from El Paso to San Francisco.
A
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From Boston Idc

in
the action of Associate Justice
Issuing a writ of prohibition against Hist riot .Indue
requiring him to desist from further anion In the
llubbell case till the territorial supreme court sl;a!l pass
upon the question of the. district court's Jurisdiction, the
Alamogordo News says:
"The writ of prohibition Is very extraordinary. The
act of one, judge restraining another judge Is of some
Importance."
The Citizen begs to call the at tout ion of the News to
the fact that the action of Judge Mann was not that "of
one Judge restraining another," but of the supreme court
of the territory restraining a district court. In this
there Is nothing "very extraordinary," nor of any considerable Importance. The lai;y Optic, on the same
point, says:
"How In the world Is it, a great many have asked,
that ono judge, outside a given Jurisdiction can issue a
writ restraining another Judue of equal rank from acting
in his own Jurisdiction? The anomaly grows out of our
Illogical and unsatisfactory method of having a supreme
court composed of judges of the district court.
"According to New Mexico statute 2775 of the compiled laws, a writ of prohibition may Issue only out of the
supreme court, and In the vacation of the supreme court,
by any judge of the district court, who is under the circumstances, If you please, sitting as a Judge of the supreme court. The Judge to whom the application is made,
may then in his exalted role, set at naught the action of
any judge who is so unfortunate as to be acting merely
in the capacity of district judge, and may put a stop to
any further procedure untli the matter may be brought
before the supreme court."
Thus it seems that the distinction between the action of a district Judge and that of an associate justice of
the. supreme court, even though both offices be held by
the same man, is both wide and definite; and might easily be grasped by an editor of ordinary intelligence, such
as The Citizen man, without the aid of a lawyer, even
it the Morning Journal does find Itself compelled to candidly confess that the distinction seems nothing more to
it than the difference between "Come here, McCarty, and
McCarty, come here!"
In confirmation of the legality of Associate Justice
Mann's action, The Citizen Is able to remind the morn-lnpaper that no longer than the last January session
of the territorial supreme court, that body sustained the
action of Associate Justice Baker, who had Issued a writ
of prohibition against the probate Judge of Santa Fe
county. Also, in the case of the Lincoln & t.ucky Mining Company vs. District Court. First Judicial District,
for Santa Fe county. Judge A. B. Fall issued a writ of
prohibition to Judge Seeds, against trying the two cases,
on the ground that that court had no jurisdiction, and the
' Bupremelcourt sustained the writ.
s
t,

"ABIDE
WITIi ME
me,

"Abide with
fast falls the eventide.
The darkness deepens, l.ord with me abide.
When other helpers fall and comforts flee,
Help of the helpless, O, abide with me."
Pure and c'.ear, at first, rang the tones of the old
hymn of faith and trust. A girl was dying on the white
iron operating table of a Chicago hospital. She was
alnglng. And then fainter and fainter grew the voice
until the song died away in a whisper. The girl was
dead.
She had chanted her requiem.
Beautiful and brave Clara Butter, soprano of Mor-KaPark Baptist church, Chicago, had been thrown by
an accident under the wheels of a train, and was hurried
to the hospital in the hope of saving her life by an op
'
eration in vain.
Miss Butler knew that death was closing down on
her life. She whispered a message for her relatives, who
were In an adjoining room, and said, with a smile, "Tell
them I am not afraid to die."
And then her glorious voice, a voice that had wafted
the ou!s of devout worshipers above the things of time
and sense, floated through the operating rooms. Sur
geons and nurses turned away to the windows as the
dying girl sang over and over again the one stanza of her
favorite song. Their eyes were wet. The girl's soul was
in her voice, that now faltered and' died away In a whisper as the 'dark waters closed about her.
"Abide with lue."
You don't believe as the girl believed? Superstition?
Deception? Reflex influence, etc., etc. But she was
brave! And something helped to still the awful agony
in the face of death.
Disebliever, agnostic, or what not, are you not glad
the girl got strength from some source as the life ebbed
away from her poor mangled body?
Sure. You would no more take away such a hope of
dying faith tbau you would knock the crutches from beneath a cripple.
"Help of the helpless, O, abide with me."
Are you quite prepared to fay the prayer was utr
answered?
Statehood will bring one thousand per cent more
money for investment than Arizona is now receiving,
says the Tucson Star. This has been the experience of
the new states in the past, and it will be repeated under
Arizona's statehood. The fact that there Is no limit
placed on the territorial legislature Is the one thing which
deters millions of dollars being invested in Arizona which
is now withheld because those wishing to make these
investments fear .that the legislature may at any time
pass laws making special levyg for several purposes,
which may reach to an almost prohibitive sum. While
there Is not the slightest danger of Arizona's legislature
making any such extravagant onslaughts on invested
capital, yet the fact remains that the legislature has the
power to do so, inasmuch as we have no constitution
which limits the power of the legislature. Give Arizona
statehood and capital will flow into the state by the
million. What the Star says of Arizona is equally true of
Mexico.

Whenever you hear an individual shouting against
Joint statehood, if you will press the button pretty bard,
cays the Arizona Star, you will discover that he is
against statehood In any form. The real, true blue, patriotic, liberty loving advocate for statehood, accordii.g
lo that paper, is the citizen who will take the very best,
can be induced lo give us. This
terms that cong.-ebentire question of statehood is in the hands of contM ess,
to give or not to give, and we are the suppliants, not the
dictators. We will have to take Just what congress will
consent to give us, no more, no less. Ixiok out for those
They don't
who are crying out against joint statehood.
want home rule of any kind. They don't know what it
means

IT

hill-bro-

A new refrigi.
inn !e e.pcciady for tho
purpose, will niai." It possible for the
people In New York City to eat
strawberries on (i,:M.stinas day. The
very rich have 'been able to enjoy this
luxury for some years, but now the
comparatively poor can afford it.
The new chest win used from
Cai., to :!; Lewis and Clark

Portland, Ore., m

i

erator chest,

Malts

Wat-sonvlll-

exposition, a three days' Journey, and

the berries altrancd meat interest, as
(lid also the chest, the one because of
the season, the oilier because it ap-

DERBY

pears to be something new under t lie
sun. Both were xlnhited in Califorbuilding.
nia's handsome si
The refrigerator eliest looks much
like a small Ice box. The receptacle
of the
occupies, perhaps,
space arranged like an oven, with
small cleates on whiiii tho berry boxes
rest. There is room In the chest for
sixty quart boxes of strawberries.
More strawberries are raised in the
Pajaro valley, In the Wcinity of
than In any other locality In
the world. There are 1,000 acres of
this fertile valley devoted to the fruit,
and the crops are enormous. The harvest begins early in the spring and
lasts until along in January, when
the heavy rains make the fruit unfit
for shipment. The shipments In 11)04
aggregated seven hundred carloads,
equal to 100,000 chests, or 10,000.000
quarts.
:

Three Dollars is a very popular Hat price these days. It suits the average Man.
many Men pay this price for a Hat, they get all sorts of returns for their money.

yo"""y"r

one-fift-

,
but the sky
stand upon the
So lately fired with spectrum flames and gold,
Grows azure hued and all Its glow so fair
Seems filched away from Cioudland, born on high,
Then softly dropped upon the waiting world,
Till ev'ry leaf becomes a painting rare.

I

hill-brow-

ANTI-FOREIG-

MOVEMENT

N

SPREADING

THROUGH ASIA

From San Francisco Chronicle

,

Fifty thousand Bengalese have sworn before the al

the

lieutenant-governorship-

anti-foreig-

anti-foreig- n

Two-third-

s

anti-foreig-

Edward Holmes Sickles, the talented

SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

Better-

-

,

-

Hard Winter Predicted

MONDAY
A

STABLE

e

Movement Well Taken.
The mine owners, miners and citizens of the Organ
mountain and San Andres 'mining districts certainly intend not only to show to the public that thy are wide
awake, but also to demonstrate that the have a district
that is worthy of attention of the mining World and all
oliers interested in the mining of precious metals, as
they have associated themselves together for the purpose
of harmony, and of advertising their districts through
the press, ami of making an elegant display of the ores
and minerals that they produce lu their districts at the
comitii; mining congress at El I'aso. l.as Crnees

THE

O. F. PLATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. Ladies' and gentlemen's
fine
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
lace curtains, etc. 509 Hen-drl- x
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,
296-2-

.

BENEFIT FOR

VAUDEVILLE
PERFORMERS

MARIAN

WHITING,
Orpheum Monologist

and

MuEic.

But don't forget
the kind of
Stove or Range

was always
WELL BAKED.
Well,

Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Third street and Gold avenue, In the car.

there is a knack
In making it,

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

United

the

STAGE LINE

States mall;

used makes a

difference.
His mother used

a Charter Oak.

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

BORRADAILE & CO iiFcold

The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings csn best be attained by
Installing m

AMBULANCE
For Moving the Sick or Injured.
Prompt Seilve Day or Niglit

O. W.

Automatic, 147

ANNOUNCEMENT!
Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes
Stillhorn announces the opening of a
studio in rooms
Barnett block.
Miss Kremer Is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit, Mich., anil will teach voice
and piano. Miss Stillhorn is a recent
arrival from New York and will take
a limited numl.er of pupils in drawing
and water colors. Studio hours from
35-3-

PAY

2

to 4:30.

THE "HIGHEST

CASH
PRICE
YOUR
FOR
RAILROAD
TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSOCIATION
114
TICKET OFFICE,
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
I

Attend the special sale of Outing
Night
Dressing
Flannel
downs,
Sac(iU'S, Out lng Underskirts and Out-hiHouse Itolies, at the Golden Itule
lry Goods company. See window
DANCING AT SOCIETY HALL

There will he a social dance at Society hall, old town, Saturday evening,
to whiiii all are Invited.
orchestra will furnish the music.
Loeb-Devin-

$5

PENINSULAR RANGE

STRONG'S SONS

Colo. Phone, 75.

TO $10 SAVED

ON

In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You ars most cordlsily Invited to examine our new
line.

Prices

In

Plain Figures S3Q and Up

Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIH

at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

oeooejooooooo ceoexceoeeoeoo
Nice Line of Unredeemed Tailor- Made and High Price Overcoats, for
A

XJC)
V.

Sale Cheap, at

ROSEN FIELD f the Pawnbroker
"THE
The Largest
118 RAILROAD

Pawn-Brokin-

MAN

g

YOU

CAN TRUST"

Establishment

In

the Southwest.
NEXT TO ST. ELMO

AVENUE

e

EVERY

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

TICKET.
YOUR FOLKS NOW.
PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE
RAILROAD
WEST
CHEAP. 114
AVENUE.
SEND

Ave.

Time, Labor
and Money

DRAGOIE

Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

G?nrat Building

FOR

Soppfies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

SISTERS,
Tei (;sichorean Artists. FOIt SAI.K !, the undersigned, will
receive hids for the fr.inu! building
now occupied by S. Ilenjanilu & Co.,
THE HUMAN MOCKING BIRD,
West Huilroad avenue, which Is to
A. Whistler.
be taKen away or torn down, as the
purchaser may choose, as it must be
'AT O'RILEY'S," A Humorous Skit,
off the lot where It now stands on or
Whiting & Gibbs.
about January 1, l'ju6. J. I I .a
Hriere, Architect, rooms 26 and 21,
llaniitt huildini;, city.
Tickets on sale at Matson's.
HAMILTON

He says,

The Albuquerque Hatters
and Steam Cleaners

Sunday, Oct. 8

For Cattle Stealing.
Judge Maun, on Monday of this week, sentenced
AT 8:30 P. M.
Elisha Leslie, of this county, to five years' imprisonment
In the territorial penitentiary, and to pay a fine of $.'iUU,
HARRY NACE,
together with the costs of the case.
Leslie was convicted la- -i week at Alamogonln of
Acrobat and Contortionist.
stealing and killing cattle helohiiii:; to the El Capitan
TEAM,
SKETCH
Cattle company, of Richardson, this county. Robert LesRichnrdson & La Byrd.
lie, Sr., and Robert Leslie, Jr., father and brother, respectively, of Elisha, wlio were indicted for the same of- JEWISH IMPERSONATIONS,
fense, were not tried at this term of court owing to lack
H. Gibbs.
of funds. Capitan News.

i

HIS MOTHER'S BREAD,
SO LIGHT AND

:30 to 12,

CASINO THEATRE

A

Q

ococxcocxyxxooocooooooooc
oooooocooooooooooooococ

TUESDAY

Some Fine Goats.
J. N. Uaugherty, one of the most extensive goat raisers, breeders and dealers In Otero county received fifty-fivA Man From
head of the finest bred Angora bucks from Kansas
City the first of last week. He bought them for bis own
Mexico
use and to sell to those who wanted fine animals. He remained In town until Saturday and disposed of about half
of them, and then left for his ranch near Avis, N. M.,
with tho rest. The quick sle of these animals shows Seats on Sale Saturday, October 7, at
fully that the breeders of the country are alive to the imMatson's Book Store.
portance of grading up their herds to the very best.
PRICES
25c, 50c, 75c and SI.
Mr. Daugherty sold these bucks at prices ranging
from $:'n to .'iii
Otero Advertiser.

I

ft

J. KORBER & CO.;
Albuquerque, N. M.
Corner 1st St, & Copper Ave.

LIVERS

Boarding Horses a Specialty

Deserted
Bride

CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
HAR- SPRING WAGONS,
NESS and SADDLES, at
SAVING PRICES.
MONEY
Everybody welcome to look
re- through our three-floo- r
posltory.

O. DLNSDALE

HIGHLAND

M.

more than usual to get ready for a hard winter. Those
who know the Indiana and their ways find that these
people generally hit it right in their forecast. Luckily
for the redskins there was a big crop of wild hay this
season and if the hard winter they predict comes to pass
the sheep, horses and cattle will be carried through.
McKinley Republican.

'? BAIN AND OLD HICKORY WAGONS

Automatic Phone, 199.

rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

Parties coming ba from the outlying country report
that the Indians are cutting hay and stacking It In large
quantities for' their stock for the coming winter. Tho
Indians, by some of their traditional sigas, are led to
believe that the coming winter will, be very cold and that
there will be a great fall of snow,' and they are doing

I

i

N. M.

only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;

PRESS OF SOUTHWEST

).

S."tS)

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

Carries

SELECTIONS MADE FROM

"EMPRES

MELINI & EAKIN

than money;

ELKS' THEATRE

J

West Copper Avenue.

114

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KT.

EV-

Schilling's Best is as good for
you as it is for your grocer ;
and moneyback.

t

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

next Wednesday evening. The ladies of St. John's Guild have taken
the arrangements in charge, and in
addition to Mr. Sickles, some of the
best local talent in Albuquerque will
assist.
Mr. Holmes has appeared in all the
large cities of the country and has
never failed to please his audience.
He was educated on the piano at one
of trie celebrated eastern conserva
tories of music, and Is said to be a
marvel.

hand.

'

Who takes prlfie In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

Bottled in Bond.

blind
Nev.,
Reno,
musician
of
will give a piano recital at Elks' hall

N. Naooleone has otiened the sa
loon at Azano's grove on Harelas road
near t'lie bridge. He cordially Invites
his friends and the nubile In Ennerai
to call and see him. The place has
neen retltted and a choice stock of
liquors and wines will be kept on

and

Cloto-airag- g

Ftarmiislhiiiraggs

O. F. C.
WHISK E Y

the

These splendid Hats

tThe'Happy" Housewife

THE CELEBRATED

of the goddess Kali in the great temple of Kadghat, PIANO RECITAL BY
the largest of the native places of worship in Bengal, not
A BLIND MUSICIAN
lo use foreign goods or to buy anything in foreign Bhops
that Is obtainable in the native bazara, or to employ foreigners on any work which can be done by their own EDWARD
HOLMES
SICKLES TO
countryman. The oath is administered by the high priest
A CONCERT
GIVE
AT ELKS'
of the temple.
HALL NEXT WEDNESDAY
boycott
Through
Bengalese are resenting

the action of the British and Indian governments in dividing the province into two
This has been done to facilitate the administrative work
of Bengal by the division of official labor. The administration of the governmental affairs of the province had
grown to unwieldy proportions. But the Bengalese have
construed the division as a movement whose purpose Is
to Impair the Bengalese nationality.
The chances are,
boycott has a
however, that the Bengalese
deeper seated purpose, and that It Indicates that the
movement which started In China Is spreading
throughout the native races of Asia generally, and is
merely another manifestation of the slogan "Asia for the
Asiatics," which the success of the Japanese In their war
with Russia has greatly strengthened.
Bengal contains a population of over 78,Oh(i,(iilO.
of the inhabitants are Hindoos. Superficially, the
5(1.(100 natives who have taken the
boycott
oaih cut, therefore, only a small figure in the main body
of tho inhabitants.
But the effect of the movement is reported as being seriously fe.t already by the foreign merchants, whose trade is being Impaired by It. The boycott against the employment of foreigners in any work
which can be performed by natives Is a matter of inferior consequence, as that is practically the rule which the
government has put into operation everywhere throughout India In the public offices, In the courts and civil departments, and In the management and development of
public works. Out of India's total population of nearly
295,000,000 less than 900,000 are foreigners by birth or extraction. This indues the French and Portuguese settle,
ments. Foreigners are employed only in administrative
positions, ind the Indian government has put the severest restrictions on foreign immigration to avoid exulting
native opposition and Jealousy. Wherever natives are
competent to fill official positions they are given employment In preference to whites.
The boycott will, therefore, have practically no effect on outside trade circles,
but In that particular it may prodduce serious consequences.

Fine

M. MANDEEvlL,

tar

While
When

I-IAW-ES

You get the best Hat your money can buy anywhere for the price
come in Soft Hats and Derbies.

Wat-sonvl.l-

Gil-o- il
YViilits, who spent several years traveling in
Europe and Asia, as the special represent aitve of Collier's and o'her periodicals, has written a srtries of articles for Holland's Magazine, describing lu detail some of
the customs ami methods of living in foreign lands. The
first of tbe-- e articles, which appears iu the October issue, is entlt.ed, "How They Ix Thlnigs in Kustia," ami
the mum rous illustrations are made from photographs
taken by Mr. Wi!!it, while in the empire of the Czur. So
says the Haitian Texan, but if Mr. Willils conns no
Valuable Commercial Club.
rearer telitig the truth about Russia than lie came in
Owing to the efforts of the White Oiks Commercial
telling It aliotit New Mexico, all readers had bitter let
Club better ttnngs are in store for this camp. An option
it alone.
on a thousand acres of coal land, all lvitig within two
A wag on the street was heard to remark of the late miles of town, has been secured by a responsible comfair failure, that, "dining the week there was a great deal pany, through Col. Geo. W. Pilchard, and a drill will be
on i lie ground inside of thirty days to te-- t the extent and
of Traction but very little attract ion."
depth of the coal measures. There Is no longer any quesImports of merchandise for the lirst eight months ol tion as to the snperlor quality. And there are still good
1H05 amount for this country to $770,Ouu,Ono, or $103,nii0,. things in stoie for this locality and county. White Oaks
000 more than for the f irt-- eight months of the year l'.'ul. Outlook.
t

CHEST

POSSIBLE TO SHIP
THE FRUIT FROM CALIFORNIA
TO NEW YORK.
MAKES

Just nt dawn;
stand upon the
The purpling mists are sinkibg in the vale
The silver moon is sailing down the west;
My ejes to greet the eastern hills are drawn,
Where scarlet spears have pierced the sky so pa.e,
And golden crowns bedeck each wooded crest,
I watch the scene, so old yet ever new,
The fiery disk comes creeping into siuht,
The ebon c.ouds are girt with rainbow bands.
And lo. as gates of glory ope" to view.
And hills and vale are filled with morning light,
A second scene before me stands.
For each and ev'ry tree has cast aside
The em'rald robe bestowed by vanished June,
And brighter gowns are rustling in the breeze;
Kach forest queen Is blushing red with pride.
The bowers bend with yellow nnd maroon,
And why? What artist hand has touched the trees?
I
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CAPTAIN JACK CRAWFORD

SEARCH WARRANT

Armijo Believes He Mas Them
Located and May Ask
Court's Assistance.
HL'BBELL

MILL

REMAINS

IN JAIL

Sheriff Peifccto Arniljo has been
diligently searching for the hidins
place of the records of the sheriffs
office, which were removed by Mr.
Ilubbell and his deputies. This morning he announced that he had a pretty
good clue as to where the missing records are hidden tfnrt intimated that he
would ask for the Issuance of a search
warrant in order that he might look
for t'ueiu and run clown the cue.
The way the matter stands now the
work of the sheriff's office is greatly
hampered by the lack of Important
data, etc., concerning prisoners and
other processes of the ofllce and the
sooner the missing paraphernalia Is
found the easier It will be for the new
incumbent to discharge the duties of
tho office.
There was nothing new In the Hub-bel- l
case today. Mr. Hubbell stili remains in the county jail, but he Is
given the freedom of the' Jail and the
yard and spent the greater part of the
morning sunning himself In the yard.
Many of his friends called on him during the day, and he does not seem In
the least cast down on account of his
imprisonment.
RAILWAY INDUSTRIAL

ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS

AN IMPORTANT

"THE POET SCOUT'

FOR MISSING RECORDS

BUSINESS CHANGE

PASSED THROUGH THE CITY LA8T THE JEWELRY FIRM OF H. E.
FOX WILL CHANGE HANDS ON
NIGHT FOR HIS HOME RANCH
NEAR OAN MARCIAL.
JANUARY 1, 1906.
H. E. Fox. on his recent visit to
This morning the business manager
of The Evening ( Itizen received the British Columbia. completed arrangelellowlng
letter from his ments, which, after January 10, l!u6,
Captain John Wallace will make him vice president and secold friend.
Crawford, known all over Ihe world retary of tho International Lumber &
as "Captain Jack, the Poet Scout."
Mercantile company, with office and
On the Trarti, Oct. R.
headquarters at Spokane, Wash., and
through to the home mill and yards ftt Kitchener, Brltlsn
Just
ranch fur a two weeks' stav, then back Loiumma.
I
to 'egin winter's work.
My success
On his teturn to this city Mr. Fox
the last year has been phenomenal, closed a contract with George W.
and greater than any platformlst in Hickox, of Santa Fe, by which he
America has ever been, without any agrees to sell to Mr. Hickox the stock,
sort of boom, except the boom that fixtures and good will of tho fine Jewmaking good and return dates bring, elry store at No. 115 South Second
and these are purely made on merit. street, possession to tie given on January 1, 1906.
M P. Pnif Will rAtl fill a tho Ifinvilrir
'

I

.. ..?

.r

"'

Jng.

General development work by indl
vldual members.
Industrial magazine by H. P. Miller,
Arrangements for the annual meet
lng of the American Association of
Nurserymen of Dallas, June next.
Soil survey of Texas.
Good roads, by Hon. I. P. Bowser.
Agricultural development, by Dr. S.
A. Knapp, special agent of the United
States department of agriculture.
.
Agricultural
education in public
Bchools, by President D. F. Houston,
of the State University, and President
H. H. Harrington, of the Agricultural
and Mechanical college.
Besides these topics, there will be
others of interest to the work of this
association.
It is expected that every road in
Texas will have representatives at the
Fort worth meeting.
Y. M. C. A. IS OPENING
'

GOOD NIGHT SCHOOLS

jivitp,v iiiAi nvin IU UUIII III CIO
the biggest holiday trade of his

be

twenty.slx years in the jewelry
Mr. Fox stated this morning

CAPTAIN JACK CRAWFORD,
"The Poet Scout."
"On November 13 I will be the guest
of my old Keystone state for" two
weeks, and then will attend the dedication of dozen monuments at VIcks-burKnoxville, Ixjokout Mountain,
Orchard Knob and Antletam.
Pennypaeker will be the ora
tor, and Captain Jack the poet.
.My winter time Is nearly all booked
solid. Of course. I have not escaped
the knockers, but
"I ain't
very much,
But sawin' wood an' watchin';
An' honest bit of Nature's touch
Will do a lot o' hatchin'.
An' while I work an' sing an' lay,
While others do the settin'.
The fools are knockln' things my way,
So 'Mack,' I ain't
"Gte! I'm going to con this for
my next ad in Lyceum'lte. Ixwk for
it; may see you going through."
DELEGATE

W. H. ANDREWS

CALLED TO WASHINGTON

LEAVES FOR NATIONAL CAPITAL,
IN RESPONSE TO A TELEGRAM
ANNOUNCING IMPORTANT
Senator W. H. Andrews and Colonel
W. S. Hopewell left the city last evening on train No. 8 for the east. Mr.
Hopewell was bound for Santa Fe,
while the senator was going to Washington in answer to a lengtihy tele-giahe received in the afternoon.
The senator did not give out publicly
the contents of the telegram, but it
is presumed that it had something to
do with matters of state, as the supporters of statehood colleagues of
Senator Andrews are already gathering in the national capital for the fray
which will begin in December, when
congress will convene for its short
session.
W. A. Bayer, the senator's private
secretary, said this morning that although Mr. Andrews said nothing
about when he would return to the
territory, he expects him for a short
time before the meeting of congress.
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MONEY

WOOL

book-keepin-

Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
Atchfson,

Baltimore

JJn
"'w,c
J;"""1'

'?.

1

s:,
14'- -'

OSLO.

common

Ohio

11 .Vs.

V)U Transit
' 1!'i"C . 11

72

C

&

h-h-

0

'

Night Gowns - Under Skirts

4!t,
SO

Louisville & Nashville
Missouri Pacific

v,,.

OUTING FLANNEL GARMENTS

;

57M,,1

Krle, common
Krle, first

R(?a,Hnff

1

ft

'!!".".!!!!!!!!!

1

'';;

U. S. S., common
IT. S. S., pfd

- ,

4!) A

Women's Outing Night Gowns, full size, in good
quality of Outing Flannel for
65c
Women's Plain White Outing Gowns, made of best
Outing, extra full and long, on sale at
SI. 00
,
Women's Outing Night Gowns in plain Pink and
Blue, best quality Outing, priced for this sale at SI. 15
Women s bhort Outing Jrn
.Women's Outing Flannel
Flannel Petticoats for
Long Underskirts for
Women's Outing Flannel Kimonas and Dressing Sacques

144

....

WRhash, pfd
Wisconsin Central,
Western Union
O. &

23
4314

pfd....,

64
26

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 6. Cattle
vjuwiis
Receipts, 3,000: market steady; native steers, $3(0'4.9O; southern steers,
$2.253."5; southern cows, $1.75
3.50; native cows and heifers, $1.75
4.75; stackers
and feeders, $2.50
WITH THE ADVENTISTS
4.50; bulls, $23.80; calves, $2.50
o.a; western steers, $2.504.50;
cows, $23.25.
Wednesday night, at the tent on ' western
sneep
5,000;
muttons.
Railroad avenue and Broadway, Elder $3,500 4.75 Kecelpts,
range wethers. I4.60ffr
.1. u. naiiiv, m itusweu, conducted 5.25:
lambs, $3.75 5.10; fed ewes.
0
a profitable study of "Repentence and
44.50.
Conversion."
Last night an Interested congregaClosing Stock Quotations.
tion beard Elder J. Leeland, of AlbuNew York, Oct. 6. Closing prices':'
querque dedvenan address on "The Aicmson
gii4
Earthly Sanctuary and Object Les- Atchison, pfd
104 Vi
son."
. .ew York Central
151
Tonight and tomorrow night "The Pennsylvania
1U
2,300 Days" and "The Judgment" will Southern Pacific
t!M
receive attention, and proof will be Union Pacific
(.1.127ij
...'.....
given that Jesus Christ Is the true Union Pacific, pfd
iijj
Messiah.
Amalgamated Copper
S5
The tent will be heated and all that United Stales Steel
38
is possible will be done to add to the United States Steel, pfd
105
comfort of those who attend.
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Oct. 6. Cattle Receipts,
PAY LAST RESPtCTS
30,000;
market steady to strong;
heeves, $3.C56.35; cows and heifers,
TO DEAD PIONEER $1.45(ff
4.50; stackers and feeders, $2.75 Offer to supply you with anything In
W4.20; Texans, IS.SSQ.SO; westerns, our line, at price that are fair and
FUNERAL OF THE LATE JOHN A. 3.254.85.
square, and we are now making
CONLEY HELD THIS AFTER
Sheep Receipts, 10,000; market was
NOON, WAS VERY LARGELY AT steady; steep,
13.900 6; lambs, I4.6U
TENDED,

ana unaer oicirts

o o o

I

We

This afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the
Provisions.
family home on Williams street, ocChicago, Oct. 6. Following were the
curred the funeral of the late John A. closing prices for today:
Conley, pioneer of Albuquerque, who
'
Wheat Oct., 8tc; Doc., 85e. I
died Tuesday. The services were at
Corn Oct., 58c; Dec, 44Vic.
,
tended by hundreds of friends of the
Oats Oct., 28c; Dec,
deceased, and showed the high esteem
Pork Oct., $15.10; Jan., $12.42.
In which he was held.
Rev. Wilbur
Lard Oct., $7.17; Jan.. $6.86.
Flake, pastor of the Lead Avenue
Ribs Oct., $S.60; Jan., $6.47.
Methodist church, delivered a touching and Impressive euloiry on the life
CALL AND SEE
ASSORTof Mr. Conley. The remains were MENT OF PACKAGE OUR
CRACKERS:
laid In their final resting nlace In the ALSO NOTE THE
PRICE.
family plot in Fairvlew cemetery. The
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
norai onecings were very beautiful.
Good Things to Eat.
'

are showlnf
and Winter
signs In

99
.. .$6.75
98
25c
China, at 20

Decorated'. Haviland
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
35c Glass Water Pitchers
91.75 Decorated Lamps
940 Decorated Lamps
91 Steam Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poachers
912.50 Buggy Harness

25c
20o

$125

0

Albert Faber.

$3.25
65c
40c
910.50

Southwestern

Electric & Construction Co.
Electrical Pumping Plants
Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-WheelDynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agenta'for the celebrated
"Oyrofans."
See them
In European Hotel Res-

er

Tea and Coffee Co.
West Silver Ave.,

taurant.

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National Electrical Contractors' Association.

e

Teas. Coffee', Extract

Spices and Baking Powders.
BUTTKR and CO OB
We handle our own brands
of Butter and can guarantee the freshness and good
quality. All our highest
prade of goods bear our own
lahel and are guaranteed by
118.

'

Co0. Phone Black 79

H"

'

'

216 SOUTH SECOND ST,

000e0
2

C 9 oK

c--

....

1

The Colorado Telephone Co.

C0f0O00O0OOC0eX)O

Room 18, N. T. Arm.Jo Building.
Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for inferior service?

8. T. VANN, O. D.
Eyesight Specialist.
of New Mexico Hoard
Optometry.
First esfabllBhed optician in New
Mexico. Olnsaes fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room tt. Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann's drug
store.

The only long distance transmitters
and iecelverg; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

President

0.

-

W.

rates.

OUR COAL

Strong's Sons

rnsa-LOO-

STRONG UI.OCK.

11

m

I

I

ms

I

"ii"

J

.

J

Factory wood.
.Mill

-

Fine Stationery

-

j

BORDERS, runer!

American Plork coal, the best Gallat
mined, t'errlllna Lump, the standard
heating coal. Ail lzeg of hard eoeJ
WOOD

UNDER TA KCRS
Superintendents
Fairvlew
Santa KarLara Cemeteries.

YARD

Is chock full of coal that will gladdea
your heart and warm your bouse
when its cold. Fill your bins tot
next winter now and avoid the

-

O. A. MATSON & CO.

coeoo oooooeoc

oto

j

.

0

305 Railroad Avwe

THE DUKE CITY

n

0

Our prices are the lowest

FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.

High-Grid-

0

And also a full line of

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Complete Slock

do

0

..........

118

son, new

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

912 Refrigerators
98.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
98 China Tea Sets
40c China Sslad Bowls

A

.or the Fall

Garpets, Rugs, Matting. Linoleum, J
Curtains, Portieres and Draperies J"

Special Prices
On the Following

&7.60.

0

We

:

. .

50c
65c

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

POLICY

e

Each

Women's Long Outing Flannel Kimonas
$1,50 to $2,25 Each
in Plain and Fancy at
FOR CHILDREN A fine line of Outing Flannel Night

93K

W....k

Each

for

6

Greene Copper

Each

fJb

386
.104i

.

narmsn, common

- Dressing Sacques - Kimonas

Outing Flannel Night Gowns at
Reduced Prices for This Sale

1'4

Rock Island, common
334
Rock Island, pfd
80
Republic Iron & Steel, common 2'.
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
94 U
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
.181'i
(,
Southern Railwav
. 3fi-Tennessee Coal & Iron
. 87
Texas Pacific
. 8h',4
Union Pacific, common
.133

Citizen representative that he would
go to Spokane a few days after January 1, when officers and directors of
the company will be elected, after
which he will return to this city and
settle up his affairs here preparatory
to taking up his permanent residence
at Spokane. Mrs. Fox and Miss
Mildred will remain here until next
April, after which they will Join Mr.
Fox at Spokane.
The present officers and directors
of the company are:
William U Hathway, Portland, Ore.,
manager of the Mutual Life Insurance company, of New York.
Otis B. Wright, M. D., Portland,
Ore., physician and surgeon.
William H. Shields, Spokane, Wash.,
district manager Mutual Ltfo Insurance company, of New York.
P. A. Paulson, Spokane, Wash., experienced lumber manufacturer
and
mine owner.

T"

4

r iit-iron
Colorado Southern, common .... 2S,
Chicago, reat Western, common 214

f
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"SPECIAL SALE"

Bryan. Harnett Building.

&

pupils
Duluth, Oct. 6. Forty-fivhave Joined the four evening classes
which were opened at 'the Y. M. C. A
'
eight
last night. For
were taken In and eleven were regis
tered for architectural and mechanical
drawing.
In the English
classes
seven entered the primary and eleven
the advanced division, while eight
joined the penmanship class. The GOODRICH-McDONALNUPTIALS
newly established
class for instruc
tlon in the wiiting of cards for win'
dow display advertising, together with POPULAR ALBUQUERQUE YOUNG
WOMAN BECOMES WIFE OF LOS
in commercial
classes
arithmetic,
Kngllsn grammar, electricity, stenog
ANGELES RAILROAD OFFICIAL.
raphy and typewriting, will be opened
'Mr. and Mrs. William Wallace Mc
NOTICE TO
tonight.
HOLDERS
Donald announce the marriage of their
daug'hter,
Mary
Rut'us
Jeanette,
to Mr.
SPECIAL FAIR COMMITTEE
IS STILL AT WORK Spencer Cioodrirh, on Thursday, the
Tin-- Mutual Bknekit Like Insukanci: Com pan
fifth
of
comOctober, one thousand nine
The investigating and auditing
Albuquerque,
and Ave.
mittee, examining into the receipts hundred
752 Koyd Street,
and expenditures of the late fair, held X. M."
This is the announcement received
another meeting last night, and will
Newark, N. J., Sept. 25, 1905.
be in session again tonight. It is today by The Evening Citizen, of tue
of one of Albuquerque's
thought that the committee will con- marriage
Mr. A. Mi Wynne.
clude its labor's with tonight's meet- most popular young society belles.
was
ing, after which, in a few days, the The ceiemony
performed Jast
Temple, Texas.
public will know the committee's find- evening at the home of ihe bride's
Dear Sir:
ings. Chairman Macpherson, of the parents on South Third street, Rev.
committee, was absent last night. He Wilbur Fiske of the Lead Avenue
In reply to j our letter of the lytn inst., addressed
is serving his country as a juryman Methodist church, officiating. Only
Messrs.
to
Craycroft Bros. & Dyer, which lias IjL'L-be
the relatives and intimate friends of
at the court house. He hopes to
present tonight.
the contracting parties witnessed the
forwarded
to us, I beg to say that I can of my own
ceremony, which was simple, yet
CAR SERVICE HEAD
beautiful. Miss Flora Vann acted as
knowledge assure you that the Mutual benefit Life InsurOF GREAT LAKES. bridesmaid, while Mr. Roy McDonald,
ance
Company has never given one cent to Republican
Duluth, Minn., Oct. 6. Thirty-eigh- t
or
orotner
the bride, was best Mian.
cars were
thousand and seventy-ninThe groom Is w ell known in this
r Democratic Campaign funds, local, state or national,
handled by the J,ake Superior Car city, w hero he is a frequent visitor.
Service assoeiaiion at the head of the He holds a responsible position as'
and my knowledge extends back fur thirty years or more.
lakes in September, compared with private secretary to Superintendent
Nor are any expenditures made, not consistent with the
34,716 for the corresponding month
1.. Hibuard,
l the Santa Fe coast
in 1WJ4.
The increase of 3,363 cars lines, and has a very promising
most rigid economy and the utmost consideration for the
was in a large part due to the grain future.
of all of our policy holders. The Company has
receipts.
interests
happy
The
jiijde left last night fori
Chairman James Kelly says that
trip to file (iiand Canyon, from
in finance, but invests its funds for a
speculated
never
prospects are bright fur further rec- they will continue to
An-- !
I
car business at the head nulls. They will be at home ios
and
permanency
further know that no one connected
Los
of the lakes for the laut quarter of the Angeles alu r November 10, atat 13IU
with
the
Company
has ever participated in any of its
present year.
Hubson street.
The number
of cars to be handled
investments,
or
made
any profit thereby. No one con...
i
uy tne association tins year win snow 11 iv
onivr vl'IT COD
DKMU
lUK
nected with the Company represents any of the 15ankii.
a substantial intrt.l
over the rec-ord hir l'JU4. This, however, will net
MALICIOUS PROSECUTION
houses through which the Company buys its bonds.
The
whollv be due to business incident to
handling the big grain crop. General
fidelity of fhe administration of our tru-- t is constant and
traffic with the head of tha lake roads WILLIAM HUNTINGTON ARREST- without equivocation.
ED UPON COMPLAINT OF W. H.
was never Heavier, as lias been stated
GREER, CHARGED
LARWITH
Iroiuent iy.
Yours trulv,
CENY OF A SHOTGUN.
The operating department of the
(Signed, Ikl M kick
Ureal Nnrinern and the Nortliein PaIi.l!l' m ,
Octaviuno I'crea, a meiiiber ()f U10
cific are being handled with greaier New
Mexico
1'olice,
Mounted
President.
arrned
atteniion to gelling the most possible in the city tod.iy
with Wii lain Huntservice out of tin- equipment than ington, of the
Hot,
Springs.
Jenifz
ever, before, l.un curs are traced with
vigor neer known, and few cars are lluntiiiyioti was arrested by IVn a upon complaint of W. 11. Greer, of this
al.owed to leave tin; Piles to go to city,
charged with the larceny or an ""Ji.iiiamnisttr
other road".
automat ie shotgun valued at $1"0.
The ca.se seeiiia to he a mixed up af). The city council held a special meetfair and if ail reports are true. Hunt-- !
ing this afternoon ai
the nflice of iugton
may hae g'xid grounds for ai
t'erk Hairy F. Lee, fur the purpose
of passing upon some bills and attend- suit for malicious prosecution against
(Ireer.
Huntington alleges that be
ing to other routine bti?iness.
benight the gun of (ireer's brother who
was at the Jeiiiz Springs and it is
OUR STORE WILL BE CLOSED
MONDAY ALL DAY. PLACE YOUR said that he lias evidence to provu
this.
ORDERS SATURDAY.
The gun is al.fge.i to have been
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
borrowed in the first place? by Greer
202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
Good Things to Eat.
and loaned to bis brother, who In turn
of
iu
it
divested
himself
some
manner
POULTRY
FRESH
SATURDAY
MORNING.
TRY OUR POULTRY that l,iwill probably be determined at
Huntington
arint!
the
of
this afterFOR YOUR SUNDAY DINNER AND no, n
before l'olice Judge A. J. C,aw-- i
NOTICE ITS SUPERIOR FLAVOR.
ford.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
'Huntington is a brother in law of'
Good Things to Eat.
Auto phone, 316. Bell phone, 115. Residence Auto phone, No. 299.
J. It. Hlock, proprietor of a w ed known
hotel
spring
generat
and
also
a
the
Spelter.
Am
Director and Embtlmer
Louis,
Mo., t), t. 6. Spelter, nl merchant of the resort.
St.
TO!ig,
or
Black
White
$5.00.
Hearse.
Commercial Club Building.
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
CITT
with
cook
pa.
tetter
UNDERTAKER.
sale
t
,,
Subscribe for The Citizen and
'he news.
fot The Evening Cltlsen
e

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Closing quotations Received by Levy
Bios., Correspondents for Ixgan

New York Ceiitrai

-

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

MARE1ETS

THE

v!n

v

Gov-etrn-

The Industrial Association of Texas
railroads will hold its next quarterly
meeting in Fort Worth, October 12,
having been ca.led by the executive
committee.
The object of the association is to
foster agricultural enterprises and as
sist in this work by concerted action
In part the program will be as fol
lows:
Consideration of a report on con
s
by a committee
stitution and
appointed at the Corpus Christ! meet

PAGE FIVE,

$3.00 full load;
wood. 12.00 full load.

Qreea

Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone,

and

4&

MONUMENTS.
201 211 N.

Second St., Both Phones.

New Cure for Cancer.
cancels are now known
to he eura-!.;- ,
by llueklen's Arnica
Salve. Ju.s. Walters, of Duflield, Va.,
wriie: "1 mid a cancer on my lip
ars, that .seemed Incurable, till
for
Miisklen's Arniea Salve healed It, and
now it Is perfectly well." Guaranteed
cu:e for cuts anj bums. 2c at all
dru;; (lists.
All gin fa, e

(

Don't wait for an rxpioslon
with gas the hurxane way.
IVES, THE FLORIST.

Fresh Cut Flowers.

cook

Medicine

Ill Hsmi'tt MkucHi
Hut much quality vnu want when

buying dnipa. An ounce of medicine rirhtly made is worth a bucketful ot stuff carelessly compounded with dnins uT uncertain quality.
Our constantly trowing business attests tho quality of our. work
an

1

goods.

B. H. BRIGGS

First St. and Gold Ave.

&

CO

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Homo Restaurant

American cooking; also all Mexican dishes a specialty.
Short orders.
Meals served at all hours. Old Town,
south of court bouse.
NICK FRANCO.

Both Phones.

Have your floats built and sign work
done by Stacy & Co., the only union
sign writers In town. Quler's old
stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado
phone, 62.
COETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S

J...

r

KVEN1NG

ALIIUQUEKOUK

PAGE SIX.

BIGAMIST WITZHOFF'S DOUBLE

MOST

ANYTHING

CITIZEN

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

TERRITORIAL TOPICS

MAKES LOVE TO MANY IN ENGLAND
A Word

DENTIST WHO WAS AN ARDENT WOOER DISAPPEARS FROM MANENGAGED
CHESTER, FOLLOWING EXPOSURE OF AMERICAN
ALSA
BORE
LONDON DENTIST WHO
TO FOUR GIRLS AT ONCE
A RESEMBLANCE TO WITZHOFF LEAVES SUDDENLY.

From Josh Wise.

I.ols uv fellers In
country are ashamed

AND PARTY TO
VISIT NEW MEXICO
A disffltch fr.'in i:i I'nso says: The
made here recentannounceineii'
ly that Speak r Joseph Cannon and a
party of enngn ssnieii would be here
this shortly en rnu:.' to Arizona and New
Mexico to consi'1' r dingle statehood.
'
CANNON

Us-

--

.

A l;
if-- ;

i

;

Kt ' "'

JL

'

-

!i

?V

v

CAR LOAD OF PECOS
VALLEY APPLES TO TEXAS.

-

1

In a Tight Place.

'

w

e

4

1

i

,

;

For the fall and winter of
may require.

1905-- 6

Ufic iStore

of Reliability

well dressed ladies will wear either white or black

as the occasion

0

DENVER

DIKING

It is peculiar that all of ns
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, and we can't help It. I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I can't abstain. The dining car service
on the California Limited la too
good to be true.
K. T. W.
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(From the California Limited
- Log Book)
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BETWEEN
SE'COND
THIRD STREETS

is showing one of the most complete lines In white and black dress fabrics ever brought to this city, at
prices ranging from 20 cents to $2.50 per yard. Values unequalled at prices named. Of course we have
an elegant line of dress goods In colors, and will be pleased to shw all callers our entire stock.

where he makes his headquarters In
Southern California, being a traveling
salesmanv for a St. Louis house. He
lias been all over California, and says
that the Pecos Valley is the best valley for climate and farming that he
ever saw. From now on he will be a
booster for this part of the territoiy.
He formerly lived in the mountainous
part of the territory and had a bad report to make of New Mexico, says the
Roswell Register.
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"Is Medley going to have a house
warming when he moves into his new NEW MEXICO ROUGH RIDER
home?"
DROWNS DURING A GALE
"Gracious, no! Why, Medler began
A cablegram from the Philippines
apartment
house."
an
janitor
in
life as
received at Santa Fe brings the news
of the death by drowning, on SeptemSince this story came out about ber 2(1, of James Dean, of Santa Fe,
Rube" Waddell throwing his arm in customs collector at Samoa. Dean
place while shaving, there is a growing was on board of the revenue cutter
suspicion that the members of the Lyte, which was struck by a typhoon
Cleveland base ball team wear long and capsized. He served in the Rough
whiskers.
Riders and three years In a volunteer
regiment In the Philippines, and visit
'Mrs. Rasher Isn't afraid of any ed
his home last year. He was un
thing. Why, she went out for a walk married,
and aged 36 years.
the other evening, and dldn t wear a
hat."
RESULTS OF REDUCED
'There's nothing brave about that.
FARES ON RAILROADS.
Women all over the country go out
In
Austria
and Switzerland where
on the street without their hats."
.zone tariff of railroad fares Is
'Well, she didn't even stick her hat the
in existence, it has been dicovered
pin in her waist."
that low fares stimulate travel to
an extent as to be dividend mak"There's always one way a man can such
ers, when high fares failed getting
learn how close his friends are?"
anywhere near to a dividend. The
'How's that?"
'Try to bo: row money from them." same experience has been general in
towns and sections where electric rail'The automobile has come to stay," ways exist. Where formerly only one
said the young man whose machine man in 100 made a railway trip, today 99 out of 100 jump on the electric
was outside.
"Oh, George," she cried, " this is car because it is convenient and the
fare is low. It is strange that the
so sudden."
western railroads do not realize this,
"The man's a genius, positively
although in the east excursion rates
genius at invention."
to New York from surrounding towns
"What has he Invented that's out within a radius of 200 miles are now
of the ordinary?"
regularly made on as low a basis as
s
"Well, for one thins, he s Invented a a fare' of
of a cent a
chafing dish."
mile. Arizona Star.
How a Great Hymn Was Written.
RATON MAN VICTIM OF
Probably a great hymn never had a
ACCIDENT IN KANSAS CITY
more humble origin than "Onward, ' Tlie Kansas City Times of Tuesday
Christian Soldiers," which is one of contains an article giving the particuthe most popular of our modern lars of an accident that befell Robert
hvmns. In the October Delineator Vogol, a well known butcher, of Raton,
Allan Sutherland writes:
which may result in his death. The
A gieat school festival waa to be Times says:
held in a Yorkshire village on Whit
Robert Vogel, a butcher, whose
Monday, 1805, and the scholars of Hor home is in Raton, New Mexico, was
bury Bridge school, over which the the fii
carnival visitor to suffer a
was curate mishap in Kansas City this year. Vo
Rev. Sabine Baring-Goulwere invited to attend. As the place gel, in dodging an automobile at Sixth
of the celebration was some distance and De. aware streets, leaped in front
away, the minister thought it would be of a livery team driven by N. C. Grun-ewaian excellent plan to have his scholars
The butcher was thrown to
march to the singing of an appro- the pavement, one of the horseB steppriate and stirring hymn. Fortunately ping on his chest and a wheel of the
for our hymnology, he could find noth- carriage passed over him, fracturing
ing In his song books suitable for three ribs. Vogel was treated by Dr
.
such an occasion, so from sheer neces- F. Morrow, an assistant police sursity he sat down on the Sunday even- geon, and sent to the home of his
ing preceding the celebration and com- brother, at 1708 Denton boulevard,
posed this great processional hymn, where he has been visiting.
He is
little dreaming that he had produced dangerously injured.
'
that which would be world wide In
Its usefulness aiul make his name a RICH ORE STRUCK AT
a minCHLORIDE FLAT MINE.
household word. Raring-Gould- ,
A representative
of the Silver City
ister of the church of Kngland. Is an
authority on many subjects, and Is a Enterprise- visited the scene of the revoluminous writer, having published cent rich strike made by Manuel Taynearly 100 volumes. In twenty years, lor on bis taint in Chloride Flat. The
between 1S70 and 1890, be issued no stiike Is holding out tind is bearing
D&
leBs than foity-threbooks, sixteen of out the predictions of those who know
which were novels. During the next the "Flat." that Taylor has got it
"
v
'
0
Although but a space about
six years he published seventeen "big."
'.
"
I
it j
novels. A number of his works have eight feet high, ten feet long, and six
.
Jl
1
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nassed throunh several editions. This feet in width has been sloped out,
v
.
suggests the poet ThoTnas Grey, who there are ten tons of ore on the dump
was also a man ot vast learning, not and in sacks. Two tons of this is
only in literature, but in all the tarts
first class," and will run several hun- and sciences of his day, and although lred ounces in silver. The first class
he left writings enough to form, with ore is kept in sacks in a small frame
his life, a book of four volumes, edited house on the claim and will be shipby Kdmund (Josse, It Is by his one ped in a few days.
poem, "Klegy Written in a Country
Churchyard," that he will be ever re- COMMENTS MADE ON
THE SCENIC HIGHWAY.
membered. This may also prove true
K. N. lturch
said to the Raton
of liaring-Gould- .
The lew lines hur
riedly composed on a Saturday even- Range: "1 was out on the Scenic
ing as a marching song for a little Highway n:td near Las Vegas, and I
band of children will doubtless give got some idea of how a road would
to his name greater fame than all tne look going up a mountain if establisn-eon a grade, and I think I learned
books he has ever written.
something ubout road construction. 1
was a little surprised, however, to se1
Denies Cruelty Charge.
A Portland paper pi in a a communculverts ma le of plank, with rock In
ication from it. Sclinaidewlnd, man- abundance iving by the road side. It
ager of the Igorrotes now on exhibi- appears to me that if had the buildtion at the Lewis and Clark Exposi- ing of roads with cheap labor 1 would
tion, in which Mr. Schnaidewind de- put more work on the road in the way
clares that ilog tatiug, as practiced by of drainim; it and protecting it than
the lgoriotes. does not Involve cruelty. was done on the part of the Scenic
The statement is
saw. Hut It will not take
also that dog road hat
Wheu Attorney Geneial Moody re- vices In Russia during the war, and is a tribal dish withmade
the Igorrotes, who tlie sanii amount of drainage on that
from
President Roosevelt's cab- especially with the aid he gave the eat practically all animals, and that ioad to
tires
it from washing that it
would take to protect a road in Colfax
inet next upring. Secretary of the president in bringing about peace, It takes the place of the turkey whl.-in
Navy Hona;arto will take bis place.
that be has practically decided to of- Americans cut on Thanksgiving Day, county. 'I'h. re Is a big difference
difference being that the barbar- the nature of the soil and no doubt
Roosevelt is much pleased with Am- fer Meyer the vacant place in the cab- the
ian subjects of Uncle Sam celebrate that road has ample protection but It
er- - inet.
bassador George Vou L. Meyer'
Thanksgiving Day more frequently.
4
did not look so to me."
i
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SINGS DIFFERENT SONG
NOW ABOUT NEW MEXICO.
S. F. Iiughborough, who has been
here visiting G. L. Wyllys, left last
Monday
evening for Los Angeles,

U

captures was a beautiful young Jewess
with a dowry of $l,ono. The dentist
negotiated his coming marriage with
marriage
her through a
Jewish
broker, and aft r the engagement, the
young gl.l was sent by t lie dentist to
Germany, where he promised her he
would shortly follow to marry her.
One young girl, whose mother ob
jected to her engagement with the dentist, was about to become, engaged secretly to him when he disappeared.
The London "Dr. Weston."
While the police believe it is likely
that the Manchester dentist was Witzhoff, a dentist who went under the
name of A. G. Wesjon, in London in
1904, is also thought to have been the
American bigamist. This Dr. Weston
He
flouilshed in Flnsbury Square.
answered very fully the police description of the Amepican fugitive,
said he was of Swiss birth and had
Just come from the United States. O.
Weisse, his landlord, says that Weston's patients were mostly wotuen. One
of these, he said, he was to marry. He
spoke German, English, French and
Yiddish.
He disappeared, owing his
landlord rent and borrowed money.
His trunk, upon being opened, con
tained numbers of photographs of
women, and letters indicating that he
used the name Dr. Gouldstein. Among
Witzhoff's aliases were Weston and
Goldstein. In the trunk was also
found a silhouette, which shows a re
markable likeness to the pictures of
Witzhoff. A note book full of tne
names and addresses of women listed
as "Patients of the Peerless Labora
tory," was irt the trunk. Under the
name of Dr. Geo. A. Westhoff. Witz
hoff conducted the Peerless Electric
Laboratory In Bridgeport, Conn

2

The Croftonnill fruit farm, located
near Florence, en the Pecos Valley &
Northeastern ni!ay. in Eddy county,
last week shipped to Texas points a
enr load of line apples. The purpose
of the shipment is to establish a mar"Ycs, gentlemen." he told. "I'm a ket for the lower Pecos valley fruit.
union man all through. My father
soived In the Union army, I always TO WRITE VP THE PECOS
AND TOWN OF ROSWELL.
smoke union cigars, wear union hats,
The Unswell Record says that Mr.
union ties, union shirts, union underAnderson, a wrher for the Chicago
wear."
Inter Ocean, arrived In the city for
"What's your bus'ness? '
the purpose of seeing the whole valley
"Mine? I'm a police man."
"Hut the policemen have no union." and giving it a write up In the paper
He was Bent here
"I know It, but I do the best I can. he represents.
through the agency of G. A. RichardI do duty at the Union depot."
son of the Commercial club, who invited him for the Club. The Inter
What They Often Cialm
"Jenkins Is a bright fellow, but he Ocean is said to have the largest cirsaid the other day that he owed culation among farmers of the middle
states of any other publication and the
everything to his vife."
"Is that so. i J'iIh i kniw he had write up should be of great value to
the valley.
had any flnanclil difficulties."
PECOS VALLEY APPLES
Ah, 'Tis Autumn.
MEASURED BY YARD.
The mellow hues of autumn are apThe Pectis Valley has, of course,
pearing, the chromatic tides of evening foretell the decadence of the ilyinR taken the prize over all competitors
year. All Is quiet and lereno in the for the size and flavor of its apples,
arcanum of nature, the products of the and is in a class to itself, says the
generous soil are being garnered, and rtnesia Advertiser, it nas no comthe farmers are all shouting "harvest petitors but its own record, and this
year it has beaten all previous exhome."
Jackson (Mich.) Citizen.
hibits. A few years ago ten of the
largest apples at Roswell were placed
side by side on a board and they made
one yard. They were photographed
in that position and they have since
been regarded as the maximum measurement. This year two apples are
dropped off and it takes only eight to
make one yard.

Dr. Geo. A. Witzho-Tand Mis Hetty Ferguson, a Manchester, Eng.,
of His Double. The Silhouette is One Found In the Trunk of a Dr.
at London, also Suspected of Being the Bigamist.
London. Eng.. Oct. 6. That Dr. Ge.o. girls. One of the girls loaned the
"Blue- dentist $250 and let him have a diaA. Witzhoff, the American
anil ruby riiic, which he offered
beard" with a hundred wives, piled Ills mond
to have repaired. Another one of his

lovemaklng and dentistry In Great
Britain after leaving the United States
is indicated ly discovering in London
and Manchester that a man similar in
appearance, style and aliases has been
making love to women on a wholesale
scale. He has, already disappeared,
however, and his victims mourn him
S. as Completely as did the Witzhoff
wives and fiances across the wafer.
The first suggestion that Witzhoff
was in England followed the publication in a Manchester Sunday newspaper of the man's photograph, with
an account of his marital escapades.
Many people in Manchester recognized
from the photograph a dentist who
had anived in the city last December,
and who had gained a general reputation of being very attentive to all his
women patients.
With the paper containing Witz-hoff- s
photograph In their hands, several persons called at the dentist's
bouse, to question him about the extraordinary resniblance, but the dentist had fled. All trace of him has
been lost, but the police throughout
England have been instructed to help
in the search for the supposed bigamist.
Got Their Money.
The man, when he came to Manchester, last December, was accompanied by a weman, whom he variously described as his wife, his housekeeper, and the wife of a friend, and
who shortly after their arrival gave
birth to a child. He soon had a flourishing business, particularly among
the young Jewesses of the Ghetto.
When he left Manchester he was en- gaged to be mar: led shortly to four
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GRANDE
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'Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest line frem
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado point.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and west Time aa quick
and rates aa low aa by other line.
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS
On all through

SANTA FE IS THE WAY

trains.

No tiresome

delaya at any station.
For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.t Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

The Best
of Colorado
The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

Colorado Southern
Railway
Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are yen Interested in Colorado?
Send three cents in stamps for our
beautiful illustrated book, "Picturesque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pas Agt.
Denver, Colo.

NEW TIME CARD
No.
a. ni.;
No.
11:59
12:09

'

Eastbound.
Atlantic Kxpress, arrives 7:65
departs 8:30 a. ni
Limited, arrives
4, Chicago
Tuesdays and Fridays; departs
a. m., Wednesdays and Satur- -

2,

days.

Westbound.
No. 1, Los Angeles Kxpress, arrives
7:30 p. m.; departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
10:40 a. in., Mondays and Thursdays;
departs 10:50 a. in., Mondays and
Thursdays.
No. 7, San Francisco Fast Mail, ar
rives 10:30 p. m.; departs 11:10 p. m.

The Gredt Paper of the Great West

THE KANSAS CITY STAR
Everywhere recognized as the strongest and most reliable newspaper
in the most prosperous region of the United States.

WHEREIN IT LEADS
ITS UNEXCELLED NEWS SERVICE embraces the continuous report
or the Associated Press, with dispatches every hour; the general and
special service of the New York Herald; the Hearst transontlnental
leased wire service and special correspondence for THE STAR'S own
representatives In Washington, D. C; Jefferson City, Mo.; Topeka,
Kas., and Guthrie, Ok., In addition to the large grist of news that
comes daily from several hundred other alert representatives.
ITS MARKET REPORTS AND COMMENTS
have an authoritative
value that causes them to be telegraphed to all parts of the United
States the moment THE STAR comes from the press. No Western
man even Indirectly interested iin the value of food products, stocks
and securities can afford to be without THE STAR'S daily record of.
prices and conditions.
ITS SPECIAL FEATURES Include the Chaperon's column, in which
are answered questions pertaining to beauty aids and social customs
and affairs, a department for iniuirers on other subjects and a wine
range of miscellaneous articles throwing side lights upon the world's
most interesting people and'events these in addition to a vigorous
editorial page, absolutely independent, politically, and a Sunday issue
that is full of live special matter and human interest.

THIRTEEN

PAPERS EACH WEEK FOR 10c

The Kansas City Star was the first and is still the only newspaper
to deliver a complete morning paper, THE KANSAS CITY TIMES, to
Its subscribers, without increase in the subscription price.

Southbound

p. m., connects

depaits 11:30
with eastern trains.
No. 27,

carries through chair, stand
ard and tourist sleeping cars for San
Francisco,
No. 22, arrives from south 7:30 a. m.
connecting with No. 2, east bound.
All trains dally except No. 3 and 4
No. 1 carries through chair, stand
aid and tourist sleeping cars to Los
Angeles.
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
No. 7

Full of Tragic Meaning
arc these lines from J. II. Simmons, of
Casy, la. Think what might have
from his terrible cough if he
had not taken the medicine about
which ho writes:
"I had a feaiful
cough, which disturbed my night's
rest. I tried everything, but nothing
I took
Dr
would relieve it, until
King's New Discovery for Consump
tiou, Coughs and Colds, which completely cured me.' Instantly relieves
and permanently cures all throat and
prevents grip and
lung diseases;
pjieumonia. At all druggists; guaranteed; Doc and $1.00. Trial bottle
free.
o

The Pantatorium.
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
All clothes called for and delivered.
2oG West Silver avenue.
Auto phone
721. O. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
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Do You Want Strength?
If you want to increase your strength
you must add to and not take from the
physical. In other words, the fooa
that you eat must be digested, assimilated and appropriated by the nerves,
blood and tissues before being expelled from the intestines. Kodol Dy-

spepsia Cure adds to the physical. It
gives strength to and builds up
strength in the human system. It is
pleasant to the taste and palatable,
and the only food combination of
that will digest the food and
enable the system to appropriate all of
qualiits health and strength-givinties. Sold by all druggists.
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Faith Not Necessary.
You may be Just as skeptical and pes
simlstic as you please. Kodol will
digest what you eat whether you eat
or not. You can put your food in a
bowl, pour a little Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure on It and it will digest it the
same as it will in your stomach, it
can't help but cure Indigestion and Dyspepsia. It is curing huudreds and
thousands some had faith and some
didn't. Kodol will cure you if medicine can cure you, whether you have
faith in it or not. Sold by all
TICKETS.
Cut Rates.

RAILROAD

pu..ui.
For reduced rates to and from all
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
QmcikkATi.c
fcoiu 'y airuuu,
Rell poinis, go to Taulseu's
Association
4"J West Railioad avenue.
.
prr, irpia,75. ior phone black
All home cooking Railroad ticket oflice. Railroad tickets
jv3
V'H ti" un. r bottl.t

HltvmCrltM'lilCO.

22
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Fresh goods every day.

bought, gold and exchanged.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER
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TRAINING,

N. PEACH

SPORTING...
...BREVITIES
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CO.

EAL ESTATE DEALERS
Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, 208H
West Gold Avenue.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

American League.
If Ed Walsh pitches and wins two
At Cleveland
R II K
THIRD
games
more
In one day for Chicago Cleveland
6
4
0
1
7
lfc'iroit
the
emotional
12
fans
0
town
will
of
that
aInsist on presenting him with LinH
At Hoston
a
II E
coln park or erecing his monument In Bnsion
io in 4
bronze on the lake shore drive.
New York
5
9
3 All Kinds of Fresh
and 8alt Meats.
'
Coaoh Stagg of the Chicago UniverAt Washington
11
H
Steam Sausage Factory.
E
Ji
n
sity eleven, and Coach Booth of Ne- Philadelphia
8
15
"EMI9 KLEINWORT,
I
braska, aie laid up; Stagg has a ner- WiisliiiiKion
7
i
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
vous
breakdown,
R
Second
H
and
Booth
is
K
threatGame
by
physical
Evening
senslhiKhly
Citizen
j
condition is a
(Written for The
AND
Phi ailelphia
with fever.
1.1
0
Pan McOugln Coach of the Vander- - tlzed and intense etate. and consumes ened
B.
A.
what
After
7
Washington
Cincinnati
SLEYSTER
to
11
Mr.
did
and demands energy. The fat athlete Yonng
hilt Eleven.)
Young that Pittsburg offer
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
It is neccessary for the successful is seldom, if ever, stale, because his of $7.D0OCyfor
National League.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
trainer to become Intimately familiar body Is stored with nerve food which called by wire.him will probably be reAt New York
R II
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
with the men under his charge. He more than supplies the demand upon
.1
New
York
Cincinnati is In a delirium of Joy
must not only know something of their It. Hut the lean man is Mv one who over
Automatic Telephone, 174.
4
Philadelphia
7
physical organization, but in order toils confronted with the danger of going from the showing made by its recruits
11
Second
H
Game
the
minors.
get thein in the best condition, for stale, because theie is not that In his
10
The decision of Jim KIneon not to New York
Smoke the White IJly Cigar.
athletic output, he should be capable system which will furnish satisfaction return
'.
3
8
to college this year deprives Philadelphia
of studying the minds and habits of to the cry of the nerves for nourish- Yale of a strong tackle.
yn
At
Brook.
R
II
Kineon
has
o
"JOE
RICHARDS
the men under him. This Is neces- ment.
CIGARS
11
Brooklyn
19
in Cincinnati.
"
The alert perception of the trainer entered business
sary because no two men will stand
10
Herman Long, who piloted the Pes Boston
113 12 W. Railroad Avenue.
the 'same amount of exercise, and the sees evidence of staleness In the list- Moines
R 11
Second Game
team to the top In the Westsame sort and quality of food with the less eye, In the lack of elasticity in ern League,
1
Boston
4
has
been
old
offered
his
same results. Of course, the system the step, and in the absence of snap place as captain
2
5
of the Boston Na Brooklyn
of exetcise and diet la generally the and ginger In the whole man. He tional league
PIONEER BAKERY
Your land, worth $2 an acre, Is, by
team.
uniform, but there are alwayB some warps the thing of the moment into
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
LOVERS
OF
CLEAN
SPORT
the use of one of our Irrigation plants,
Wisconsin's
Is
line
weak,
and
Coach
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
men on the team who require close Importance, whether It is vital, or not. Randall Is
made worth $100 per acre. Writ as
APPLAUD DEAN LEWIS.
strengthening
personal attention.
Just as any other abnormal being does. it from thein despair of
for catalogue No. 9, on "Irrigation and
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
on
material
hand.
The men who furnish little worrk And the trainer has got to watch him
Pumping Machinery," and tell about
We desire patronage and we guarRoy Young,
your requirements. We can help you.
for the trainer are the ones who are then. Relish is gone, and he Is exact- marvelous gamecolored, is playing a
antee first class baking.
at
for
tackle
Illinois.
men of tremend-ou- r ing and bothersome about his food. He la
hale and hearty
207 S. First Street.
much heavier than last season,
Albuquerque.
physical power and splendid phy- The appeal ance If dishes ordinarily and
sightly fails to attract him, and ex- one his Btrength and speed make him
sical balance.
of the marvels of the gridiron.
The Hendrie & BoMioff Mfg. and Supply Co. 0
In contradistinction are the players cites disfavor and aversion.
Daly Is no loniter under the ban
The following menus are suggested at t on
who are Inclined to be slender, and of
Yale.
Charges of cribbing were
PAINTS,. OILS,. VARNISHES. AND
' more delicate construction. Many siich for athletes In training:
0
brought against him Just prior to the
1621-1639
BRUSHES
BREAKFAST.
men, though not naturally of robust
Seventeenth
DENVER, COLORADO
Street,
race
with
the result that
Dry Toast
Palmetto Roof Paint Stops all leaks
Cereal
physical force, but through determinhe was dropped "from the first crew.
One gallon Devoe's Paint Covers
Soft Boiled or Poached Eggs
ation and persistence, attain physical
Is claimed the charge was brought
It
development of beautiful curves and Broiled Steak
Three hundred square feet two coats.
Baked Potato against him by
an Instructor to gratGrapes or Figs
symmetry. Such men usually possess
ify a personal grudge. Daly was comLeather, Harness, Saddles, Etc
LUNCHEON
a lot of nervous energy, and as a conpletely exonerated.
If sufficient Inducement offers
409 WEST RAILROAD
y.:",;'J J
Soft Boiled or Poached Eggs
sequence of their temperament and
AVENUE
Al Orth recommends outdoor exerCelery cise
physical construction are more apt Creamed Potatoes
as
the
best
means
of keeping
Established in 1882
Cold Beef or Mutton
than any of their teammates to go
pitching arm in shape.
Fruit theJohn
stale. This type of man brings anx- Dry Bread or Toast
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Men's Heavy Shoes
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...

$1.85, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00
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Women's Heavy Shoe

$1.65, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00
$1.00, $1.50, $1.85, $2.25"

Shoes for Girls

$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00

Shoes for Boys
Babies' Shoes

.85, $1.00
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GETTING BREAKFAST
With food preparations from P. F.
Trotter's grocery Is thorough assurance that you are starting the day
right. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine excellence. We thoroughly
test any
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

F. F. TROTTER
Kos.118 and 120,800111 Second St.

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

piano.

But

THE GENUINE CHICKERINO

TIIK WIIITSON MUSIC CO.
114 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
OOOO 3

O

with a coat of Heath & Milllgan'i
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find it most satisfactory, Inasmuch as it will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing;.
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

GO,

First Street and Marquette

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHTS OF XMAS.
BY NOVEMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR 8TUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DIVIDE
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:

0
0
Q

ANNOUNCEMENT

FROM OCTOBER
TO NOVEMBER
1 WE WILL GIVE
ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLAT- NUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON & KELEHER, MAKERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.
1

oo.

DIAMONDS

WATCHES.

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

LEADING

ETC.
JEWELER

with dull tops, extension soles, made
on the new college last. They are
perfect fitters and will give the proper
flnish to your new fall dress. Price,
$4.
C. May's shoo store, 314 West
Railroad avenue.
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lb. of cocoanut
See our fine assortment California all wool blankets.
07e
A good grade ot corn per can
12V6c
l.'c grade of tomatoes
11c
New crop currants
09c
Soup per can

...

122 South

Second Street E. L. WASHBURN CO.

NOW ON

5

per Suit

$SO

Ho

SEMON STERN

Ufie

Railroad Average Clothier
0

THE MAZE,
WM. KIEKE, Prop.

t
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1
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PLUMBING

1

i

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Gooda
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms
L

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
.

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY
1

MERCHANTS
aspeoaity.

MADE PICCALILLI
AND
SARATOGA CHIPS,
AT

7

OOOfXX

EV-

3

IIS West Radroa

)
AFTER

DINNER

-

iu7 iouth Second St.

Ave.

M.
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BRING

CO.

BEST

o

RESULTS
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WM. M'INTOSH.

0
0

ri:tail.
We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear

HARDWARE

Now is the Time
Hurners; Mountain Oak and Groat Western Heaters.
plete line In the city,

QUICK

HOT BLAST HEATERS.

IO000000

'

E. J. POST
:

Norti First Strret

3

Or between meals, any time, In
fact, one of our
Plata Eagles" Is a delightful smoke. They
have a delicious flavor, and are
good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most critical smoker. This Is only one
of the many good things In our
stock of choice cigars. We mention a few others to show you
our values:
Don Florlo, 3 for
25o
Don Recardo, 2 for
25c
High Life
5c
Dependable, 5c Little Sultano, 5o

o o o

.

401-40-

V

REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furniture set up and crated (or shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store,
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
CHIPS FRE6H
SARATOGA
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

J

'la

TTTr
ZEIGER'S CAFE.

Pint Street

E

2 6 S. Second St.
1

HOME

T

r

17 South

F

Fine Coffee

Room in thcCity.

15-- J

13-- J

C

The only Short Order Lunch

WIIOTKSALK

Meal, John
Home Base
The most com-

stroke.
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
styles
to select from. Try a Wlssi
different sizes and

We carry many

MEAL RANGES.

MI At.

QUICK MEAL.
iW

Stein-Bloc- h

$12.50

50c

We are headquarters for sheet
iron heating stoves.
Large cans of condensed milk. . . 09c
1 pkg. of Force and
1 pkg. of
2Gc
shredded wheat
25c
2 lbs. fresh pretzels
08c
Macaroni, per pkg
We continue to sell all patent medicines at reduced prices.

CHAS. F. MYERS.

which can be found only on
Overcoats, prevents the fashionable, snug
fitting collar from crocking the white linen
collar beneath it. Can you imagine an
improvement to overcoats that could be
any more welcome to wearers than this?

Overcoats,

R

EA

'"

25c
05c

I

Collar,

mi

to

Our fall lines are very complete. We have on tale a dozen
different styles In every weight light, medium and heavy Cot-toWools, Lisle and Silks. We buy our Underwear In case
Jlots. Thl. enable u not alone to alway have complete line
bu
cf
to make price which are extremely low. Our
line are too numerou to enumerate here, but complete display are In our how window and In the tore. Price range
from

15c
lbs. fresh ginger snaps
Fine cooking butter per pound.. 20c
1 bottle of pickles, 1 bottle of
chow chow and 1 bottle of fat-su- p

V

QUICK

RW

I

2

AT LOWEST PRICES.

The
PROTEK

UN D

SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE

To get your Stove Woik done before the rush. Quick
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection

7.1

Cluarag'e

do-

8peclal sale of fine Bath Robe
Blankets, Just the thing for your winter Bath Kobe. Choice, $2 each. See
display at the Golden Rule
window
Dry Goods company. ,

,0F

If you are looking for something extra swell in ladies' footwear, we have
Just received a Patent Kid Button shoe

after

0

t

WARMER

ing up Santa Fe, came south, and may
be in Albuquerque today. If so, this
article is intended aB a warning, bo
everybody should be on their lookout
for "H. Brooks.

y

"

Sc Annual

the city vory
mysteriously yesterday without paying
his board and having tho money paid
by merchants for advertisements on
the register In bis pocket without having placed the advertisements ou the
books. Ills whereabouts are unknown.
New Mexican.
It Is quite likely Brooks,

6, 1905.

o o

the Claire hotel, left

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

When borght right are a good Investment. Our prices are right. We invltt
you to
and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering; also

ci

"H--

-

Finish olt Fall
House Cleaning
la

two-stor-

OCTOBER

V
H. Brooks, of Denver, who was In
the city for two or three days on the
pretense of getting up a register tor

the-youn-

The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor. Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano

r"

AND

well-to-d-

$2.75, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00

Women's Dress Shoe

I.OCAI

FRIDAY,

WATCH HIM

.

.

They are corking good shoes. Anybody ran see them. The quality I
right there, and when It mines to slyle and fit, thiy aro so consplru-ou- s
that it Is impossible to overlook them.
Wo show the latest models in all tho popular leathers, IXmgola,
Viel Kid, Patent Kid and Fatent Colt, with light, medium or heavy
soles, lar-- or hut ton, low or hUh heels.
Men'

CITIZEN.

rooms at the Grand Central, have
n the Highlands and
rented a hou--"during the winter.
will remain
James Yuri;. the Job printer, who
few weeks with tywas sick t!v
phoid fever. liM" about recovered, and
was down t"n ("day.
Charles Ziiinni rniiin and family, of
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Poorla, 111 v.l .i arrived the other day
In nuest of ii''.il:h for a sick son, nave
taken one of hc big front rooms at
Fair tonight and Saturday.
the Grand 'nir.il. Mr. Zimmerman
merchant of Poorla, but
K. C. Allen left last night for Den- is a
compel nlm to rever to attend to business for a fow clrciimstaiK s will the
winter.
main he:e d'iiig
days.
Mrs. Ed. Richie has gone to ColIN
orado Springs on a visit of a few JUKY IS OUT
weeks.
SHEEP STEALING CAJt
D. Y. Davilla Valle, of San Mateo,
Mckinley county, spent today in the
INDICATIONS ARE THAT IT WILL
city attending to business.
FAIL TO REACH AN AGREEMENT
George Brewer, the Are Insurance
OTHER COURT BUSINESS.
adjuster and agent, who was at
on business, has returned to
The examination ot witnesses and
the city.
the argument by counsel in the case
pasAttorney W. It. Chllders was fi
of the territory vs. Dartolo Trujillo
senger north this morning. Mr. Chil-dpr- s and Mercedes Chaves, charged with
expects to return to the city this stealing sheep from the ranch of John
evening.
Ortega, were finished at 2:30 o'clock
Mrs. Wlnteis and daughter, of the this afternoon and the case given to
Gilbert Millinery company, left yes- the Jury.
This case was vigorously contested,
terday for a visit to their former home
Attorney Modesto Ortiz appearing
at Durango, Colo.
Regular Sabbath services will ue for the defendants, while District AtClancy looked after the terriheld this evening at Temple Albert at torney
o'clock. Rabbi Jacob Kaplan tory's sldo of the case. After the ex7:30
will speak on "The Opportunities of amination of witnesses this morning,
Mr. Ortiz made a strong plea to the
Life."
jury in behalf of the defendants.
of
meeting
regular
will
be
a
There
The indications are that the Jury
Adaih chapter No. 5, O. E. S., Friday, will fall to reach an agreement,
as up
By
p.
of
m.
7:30
order
6,
at
October
to late this afternoon It had not
secFluke,
the worthy matron. Laura
a verdict.
retary.
The next case on the docket Is that
The old adobe walls in the rear of of the territory vs. Miguel Marujo. Atthe Ulanehard Meat & Supply comrwy torney T. C. Montoya appears as counare being torn down, preparatory to sel for the defendant.
the erection of a
brick addition to the premises.
WHAT HAS BECOME
J. Graham McNary, editor of t"ne
beLas Vegas Optic, was In the city
FRANK HUNTER
tween trains this morning while returning to the Meadow City from a
MOTHER
ASKS POLICE TO LObusiness trip to El Paso.
CATE HER SON, WHO SHE BEW. R. Brown, district freight
and
LIEVES HAS RUN AWAY FROM
passenger agent for the Santa Fe, with
HOME.
headquarters at El Paso, Is spending
the day In the city talking freight
Mrs. Helen Hunter, residing at 520
rates with the local merchants.
West Marquette avenue, reported to
A number of young ladles and genChief of Police Thomas McMlllinthis
tlemen were entertained last evening morning
son,
that her
by Miss Ivy Skinner in honor of her Prank, disappeared
from home last
birthday. She was six years of age. night,
and asked
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Skinner are her pa- police in locating the assistance of ue
him.
rents.
There Is little doubt but that Frank,
There will be a regular meeting of like all other boys of his age, was atO. K. Warren post No. 5, at I. O. O. F. tacked with the lunaway fever, and
hall tomorrow (Saturday) evening, decided to get out into the world for
October 7, at 7:30 o'clock. By order himself. Telegrams have been sent to
of J. S. Caldwell, post commander; W. the police of the surrounding cities
W. McDonald, adjutant.
and it is expected that
man
M. A. Digneo, the well known stone will be overtaken before he gets very
mason, who has been confined to hi3 far away from home.
home with rheaumntism for the past
eix weeks, Is now able to be about the
New Tailor Shop.
streets, although he has not recovered
A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
sufficiently as to be aide to work.
has reopened a tailor chop on North
Senator W. H. Keller, well known First street, where he Is ready to
In New Mexico for many years, after clean, press and repair ladies' and
a week at Ias Vegas and one at Santa gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Fe, two of his old homes, was In the Patronage of former customers solicit-- '
city yesterday on his way to Flagstaff, ed.
Ariz., where his son resides and is in
business.
OUR STORE WILL BE CLOSED
Mrs. L. B. Putney, who visited MONDAY ALL DAY. PLACE YOUR
Waukesha and other famous watering ORDERS SATURDAY.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO., i
resoits of Wisconsin, and then spent
. . ijood Thinga to
a day or two at Chicago, has returned
Eat.
to tho city, and reports having had a
splendid time. Mrs. Putney says the
weather was extremely pleasant dur- &
ing her absence,
except at Kansas
Fresh Saturday Morning
City, where she suffered with the heat
POULTRY.
during the wait of the train there.
TURKEYS
Rodey Is a joint stateSPRINGS
hood advocate wherever he is. Day
HENS
before yesterday he lectured Sheriff
DUCKS
Houek, of Apache county, Ariz., for a
good hour on jointure, and loaded him
FRUITS.
with literature as he left for home.
STRAWBERRIES,
CANTALYesterday Mr. Rodey mrld a flying
WATERMELONS,
OUPES,
trip to Las Vegas and converted two
PLUMS,
GRAPES,
PEARS,
Arizonians to jointure on the up trip
APPLES, BANANAS, QUINCES
and one on the down trip. They wore
Jointure buttons both ways on the
VEGETABLES.
train.
GREEN BEANS, CAULIFLOWBert Vorhes, well known here as a
ER. LETTUCE, EGG PLANT,
ball player, has been heard from. He
FRESH TOMATOES, CELERY,
is located at Xanana, Alaska, in the
POTASWEET
6PINACH,
employ of the United States governTOES,
RADISHES, BEETS,
ment, and holds down a most lucrative
TURNIPS.
situation. It Is learned, in connection
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
wluh this item, that Bert has his mind
OUR FIRST SHIPMENT OF
set ou Alaska mines, and when the
NEW DRIED FRUIT, INCLUDsnow has disappeared in that counING:
try the coming summer, he will reDATES
sign bis government position and try
FRESH FIGS
mining.
FIGS FOR COOKING
FANCY PEACHES
Hon. Stephen Canovan, assessor of
McKlnley county, was In the city be
FANCY PRUNES
tween trains last night while en route
FANCY PEARS, Etc.
to Roswell. Mr. Canovan was accom
panied by Charles Harding of Gallup,
THE JAFFA GROCERY GO.
who he was taking to the New Mexico
military institute at Roswell. Mr.
Good Things to Eat.
Canovan was appointed guardian of
the children, who are heirs to the
Harding estate, which includes some
of the' most valuable property of the
Carbon City.
Mrs. Henry Bieberon and daughter,
Miss Cora, who came he.V a few days
ago from Wheeling, W. Va., and took
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Buy a Pair of Our Fall
Shoes Today
2
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$30

for

Winchester

Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colfa
and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse

Wind

119 West
Gold Avenue

VOiCK

No. 215

Mills,

STARRETT'S Machluist Tools a specialty.

MCAC

Weat Railroad Avenue

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0

